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Page 2.

In the pa:nphlet it is told about the new type of weaponry -

guided rais.iles which are at present in different countries accepted

*for the arinament of the army, navy and air force ones it sewed, is

given the short histoticai refere.nce of tlhe develop ment of

rocket/ms~iiez, is illuminated the leading role of the Soviet Union

in the missilt irndustry.

* ~iPamphlet is intendid for the soldiers, the sergearits and the

civil/civilian young people, which are interested in rocketry.

* Entire actuai ecn assay, placed in the pamphlet, is undertaken

frorr the open Soviet and foreign press, and questions of the

-p:-.cts for the d.evelo':,.ert of the guided rockot weapon aert-

pre ","t': concerning iore ign specialists' vlz w. .

'1 1
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Page 3.

* : FRCM THE HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROCKETS

Appearance of tha guided missiles (shells) became possible

because of the rapid development of mechanics, radio engineering,* I electronics, automation, chemistry, metallurgy and rocketry.

* " The missile industry - new branch of technology, although the
history of the development of rockets/missiles beginrs from a deep

antiquity. Already from the old times people knew about the

possibility of applying reacting force, whi :h appears during the

escape of gas or liquid through the aper ire in the container.

* Utilizing this phecnrenon, in China more than 1000 yeari ago for the

* first time for the miaitarv targets began to makepowder rockets -

*fire arrows* (Fig. 1)

• !iThey were the arrows/booms to which were tied the paper cases,

filled with powder &nd incendiary composition. The flying rance of

such arrows/booms in comparison with the ordinary ones considerably

. increased, which made it pozzlble durinq the siege of fortresses to

ignite fortrass/serf buildings/structures, being located from them at

safe distance.

0{

*
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Powder rockets tied also to the knives, to spears and to swords,

creating the "flying knives", the "flying spears" and the "flying

swords", which exerted strong moral effect on the enemy and deposited

on it loss at the relatively larger distances.

40 Powder rockets long time were located as arms of some armies and

6 # before the appearance of threaded/cut artillery succeszfully competed

At with the snoothbore artillery.

Further development of rockets/missiles is connected with the

advent of the works of K. E. Tsioltovskiy in which was for the first r
time scientifically substantiated the tendency of man be detached

away from the Earth and to penetrate in the uriverse."

Page 4.

* His first wciks "Rocket/missile in the outer space' and the

"esearch of outer space by jet drives* appeared in 1903.

* After the great October Social'st Revolution K. E. Tsiolkovskiy

* based the Soviet school of the amateur scientists, vho are occupied

by theoreti.cal and practical questions of the missile industry.

0

.7.
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In 1910-1912 yr experimental work on the creation of

rockets/missiles begins to carry out, also, in other countriez. As a

* result of these experiments appearnd different types of illtminating

3nd signal flares, and also rockets/missiles, which work on the

liquid propellant, which made it possible to considerably increaso

velocity, distance and load capacity oi rockets/missiles and to

O - eiutilize them for studying the upper levels of atmosphere and other

scientific purposes.

Besides this, were developed/processed the combat missiles. At

the heginning of the Great Patriotic War Soviet scientists and the

designers developed several types of rockets/missiles, which entered

* later for the armament of the Army and the Navy.

* Fcnous guards mortars - Otatyusha rocket launcher" (Fig. 2) -

during the years of the Great Patriotic War deposited on the Fascist

• troops/forces heavy losses in manpower and material.

In Gerrmany according to the type of our "Katyvsha rocket

launchers" were developed the six- and eight-barrel mortars, which

were established/installed on the tanks and the armored personnel

carrirs. i2her- were the rock:ets/minsile3, which work on the solid

* -
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Furtherso, G~rrans created the rockets/missiles with the

liquid propellant rocket engines, which have the ccnsiderably long

range of flight, than solid propellant rocket. Such rockets/missiles

(V-i aiid V-2) German:n IEtinched from the npecial launchers for the fire

of London and other citif.S of England.

0i

Rocket/m izsil: V-2 (Fiig. 3) effectively was appl]Sed at a

* dir~tA Lnce to 300 !Un. J

I.
SJ

0!
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Fig. 1. "fire arrow": 1 - paper case; 2 - powder; 3 - incendiary

comos i t ion.

Page 5.

It had tie .owerful/thick charge (to 1000 kg) of conventional

explosive and weighed 13 t; the length of rocket/missile was 14 M.

Before the starting/launching of powder rockett to launchers was

given the specific position/situation (angle of elevation and

direction/axis), after which the engine could 1Teliver rocket/,missile

to trie target. On the powder rockets they hed short range and small

accuracy of f iri.g. For the hit from the long range the

focusing/inu.:ction indicatcd was insufficient; therefore aroze the

, need for rocket control in flight.

w

* ... .. .
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* 7 -- j.-7-N

ru~e rnn ;3- iau -cxqo n;4 fu tank; F. cnrl
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Thus appeared the first guided missiles.

Toward the end of the Second World War in many countries was

developed the series of the guided missiles: some rockets/missiles

were controlled on the wires/cables, others had the autononous gyro

mechanisms of the control and even telemetering means/facilities. As

the nower plants were used different types of pcder en('

liquid-propellant engines. Ecwever, the majority of these

rockets/missiles r mainzd not launched into the series production.

The experience of the use/application of the guided missiles in

the Second World War showed, how is great their value for the

military targets, since they made it possible to suddenly destroy

encdmy fron, the lcng range.

In the postwar years in many ccuntries began to be carried out

l the work for creation and improvement of the guided missiles.

The contemporary guided missile of combat des ignation/purpose -

this is the uruanned flying vehicle with the jet engine, ecuipped

wIth explosive charge and equipped by special equiplent for the

control, which makes it .ossible to automatically control its flight.Z i
* U . ... .. . . . . . . . . ... .~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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iI
At present for the armament of armies and navies of states are

accepted the uidd missiles of different designation/purpose with

diffe"ent range.

The rockets/missiles equipped vith nuclear charees are capable

of dellverin,; the charges of enormous destructive forc:e up to the

large distances.

Besides the guided m~ssiles oi coiabat designation/purpose, there

are experimental (for the final adjustment of the individual elements

of rockets/.missiles and conducting of flight tests), research (for

i the upper atmospere research) and other guided missiles.

The great.nt succc-=se in the region of the missile industry

achi.:ved the Soviet Union, which for the first tie in hunanity's

history during October 1957 launched into the outer space with the

aid of the multistace ballistic carrier rocket the first artificial

Earth satellite with a weight of 84 kg.

After th.s historical event to the elliptic orbit around

terrestial globe was brought out the second Soviet artificial

stt:lite with a w,!ight c! 598 kg.

-7 - .. . .... S
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Page 7.

During May 1958 into space was launched the third Soviet

satellite with a weight of 1327 kg.

In 1959 to the outer space flew three Soviet rockets/missiles I
with pay lead 36d, 390 and 435 kg.

Theze s,,tellit-s allowed our scientists to investigate outer

space near the Earth and Moons, to achieve the Moon, to photograph

. its concenled/latent befoxe us unit and thereby to open road for

further r

During May 19,0 in the Soviet Union was injected into orbit,

clone to the circular, new sotellite wbos e orbi*t passed to 320 km

from the surface of the Zarth. Satellite without the latter/last

boonter stcage weiqhed 4540 kg.

Thi,: satellite in contrast to all previously launched Soviet

satellitus, which are automatic laboratories, was on its construction

thf; ..uacc74crcit, on bcvor' vhich was eztablisbed/installed pr-ssurized

cZhiv& With the crD-Qo, V'hiLh intitat ,', the weight of Man, with entire

_ '• _ ,_ _ - : -, , . - , . .. ..•. . .- ... , : _ .' - . :'-. -- "" . "- "-"'
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necessary equipment for the endurance flight of man in the outer

space.

The load capacity of space rockets is considered as the their

most important characteristic, one of the main indices of the level

of the development of rocketry.

4 As the another exceptionally important index is considered the

a -u:'ncy of the output of rocket/missile to trajecto-y.

For example, so that the rocket/missile would achieve the Moor.,

it must be derived toward the end of powrered flight trajectory (up to

the mcment/torque of the end of burning of latter/last step/stage)

into the strictly defined point of space above the s-irface of the

Earih and to report by it .- rictly 6efined according to the valua and

the direction/Axis velocity.

1
* In the czse of the deviation of the velocity of rocket/missile

at the tiomznt of tLe ccsation/discontinuaticn of the work of the

latter/last step/stage oz the engine in all on several meters per

second or deflection5 of the direction/axis of flight 
in the tenth of

d zce from the e.-timated the rock.t/missile will not hit to the f-.,.o n

end will fly by.

L
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Removal to the designated orbit of Soviet artificial EarthJI

satellites. amazing on the accuracy the flights of our

rockets/missiles to the Moon and around it clearly show the high

degree of the perfection of the surface/ground and adjustable on the

rockets/nissiles equipment, which ensures their movement along the

strictly predetermined trajectory.

* For the comparison it is possible to indicate that in the USA in I
last three years (from 1957 throuSh 1960) thcre were two ten

unsuccessiul starting/launching of satellites and space rockets.

Page 8.

The considerable fraction/portion of these failures was explained by

malfunctions in the engine installations and the autonatic equipment.

The American space rocket, launched during March 1959 (two

n.onths after the startirvj/launching of Soviet space rocket), bore the

pay load only of 6 kg, i.e., 60 times less than the first Soviet

space rocket.

The !xtrcm.,.ely high accuracy of the flight of Soviet

rocket.s/missiler was Cv:ronstrated, also, during January 1960 during

the test launchings of two ballistic missiles into the distant area

0i

S . . . . -
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of Pacific Oc. a..

After covering a distance of 12500 km, thes.e rockc-ts/nissiles

were dropped/omitted in the a~signed area with the deflection from

the calculation point of less than 2 km, whereas American balliu:ic

missile *Atla-" to the distance 8000 km has 3verage/mean error at the

target of more than 3 km.

During July 1l60 entire country flew the new glad news: in the

Soviet Union in accordance with the program of conducting the tests

of the divcrse variants of powcrful/thick multistage .-alli-tic

rocket3 for the space rc-earch were produced the launchinos of such

* rockets. After passing from the place of start. to the target

arprximately/exemplarily 13000 ]In, carrier rockets with the

r r -kabfl. ccuracy delivered the o-..f laot er/last

SiL/ -;IZ6t.ts into the a:signed pz'lint/Ipost.

* The mock-ups fitted out for the passage through the dense layers

of the atmorphere of the terminal stages w'r given in Paciiic Ocean

in cI m-.dlate proximity of the outlined impact pcint.

It is characteristic that in the series conducted during July of

the launchimigs of rockets imb t- center sect ion of Pacific Oce8a*

the pre,-st.iblisvd size/dinension of dangercus square in the target
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area is reduced. approximately/exemplarily into two and one-half of

times in comparison with the January test series, which again

tcstifies about the per, .ction of our rockets/missiles, about the

high accuracy of their guidance.

°I
During August 1960 the peace/world learned about the new

non/without-p..ridimensional scientific feat of the Soviet scientists,

engineers, technicians and workers. In accordance with the

plans/layout- with respect to the study of the outer space on 19

August, 1960, in the Soviet Union was realized the starting/launching

oi the second spacecraft in orbit of Earth satellite. The basic task

of startirc/launching was further final adjustment of the systems,

which ensure the vital activity of man, and also security of his

flight and return to the Farth.

Page 9.

The enoru- :ou flying -hall with a weight of 4600 kg (without

consiCering the eight of latter/last boo.;ter staqe) was injected

intu orbit, clos.e to the circular, with the height about 320 km. In

the comport.ent, equipped by all by necessary for the future mantned

flicht, ".re located e.:perimnent7l anirals. After the c v"pletion of

the study; nrozram, calculaLed for 24 hra, the .ate!lite vehicle,

having special heat shield, on the group from the Earth descended

4 .
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fa-on its orbit and by unharted ones it passed the earth's atmosphere.

Ship and capsule separated/liberated from it with experimental

animal- happily landed.: iiI
Equipment which was established/installed in the compartment of

spacecraft, conmpictely ensured the normal vital activity of anipnals

in flight.

For the first tite in hu..anity's history the living beings

cc-plutecl flight in ertent of v-ore than seven hundred thousand 4

kilometers at the height of 320 kin and returned to the Earth.

The cortrol system and the arrester of satellite vehicle

cpera edi ctuated with the high accuracy: the deflection of touchdown

point frm th, ctirvted cot.i;z only about 10 IM.

Febriary of 1961 was marked by the new victories of Soviet

science and technology in the assittilation of outer space.

On 4 February in the Soviet Union with the aid cf the improvted

miltistz-ne rc:et was realizcd the start'ng/launching of heavy

jrificial Farth sat-Ilite. The wcight of satellite without taking

into account the veit.t of latter/last boonter stage was 6483 kg.

1

S77 ..
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On 12 February in accordance with the study program of outer

space by the improved multistage rocket was injected into oibit

another heavy artificial Earth satellite.

During the same day from this satellite started the guided .pace
4-

rocket, which derived automatic station on the trajectory to the

planet Venus. The weight of autc:-!atic interplanetary "pace station

was 643.5 kg.

By the basic tasks of this startingilaunching werc checking the

inerhods ot the output of space object to interplanetary tracer,

checking hyperdistant radio ccmnuznication and control space station,

refinement of the scale of the solar system and conducting physical

research in space.

Crttyitest event in hu:'anity'3 history was achieved on 12 April,

1961.

!I

* )
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Page 1J.
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I

" Fig. '4. 5cvie. co": :t ro ;:ctry, shown on parades over Red Square.

9 hours 17 rrinutes on ?' o. ow time~ space satell1ite vehicle

K I
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"Vostok-l0 with the man aboard rose into space and, after completing

flight around terrestial globe, 10 hours 55 minutes happily it

returned to the rarth, after completing landing in the assignee. area

of our native land.

The space pilot of space satellite vehicle was citizen of the

Soviet Union, Major Yuri Alekseyevich Gagarin.

On 6 August, 1961, in orbit around the Earth was brought out the

new space satellite vehicle "Vostok-2", piloted by space pilot Major

German Stepanovich Titov.

Space satellite vehicle "Vostok-2" in 25 hours flew more than 17

times around terrestial globe, after covering the distance more than

700 thousand km.

After the completion of the program of scientific research the

satellite vehicle happily landed.

By these unprecedented victories of the man over the forces of

nature is established beginning to manned fligh-:s into the outer

space.

The victories of th. Soviet subjugators of space are the

L *5 5
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* rennazkabla -:tprcsion of the advant .igc of socinlist order, the r-.IjIt

of the greatest achieverienLs of our people in the development of

science and technology.

1
In spit? of the enormous successes in the missile industry and

th'. prcsence in the U35R of tho well 6evelope d different ty -_z of

rock'ts/hilissil,-s with the stfficiently precise control system, Soviet

* governirent s._al.s in favor of the unconditional prohibition of th I
terrible w .nron ry.

N. S. Khruzhche, in the presentation at the reception of the

So vi L journalists ia the Kremlin on 14 November, 1959, saif: "i D one

we to frighten desire, but truth we can say, that now is a%;cunulated

h- roc-ets/: .. sien, this quantity of atonic and

.&'-¢,.r .r~. . , t i f  (;- te- ottce-e:-i, th'r ve vil b? able

dipl,.ce froi fice of the cztrth/grouod of all probable our enemies".

Furthe-r it indicated: P3vfng this weaponry, ',:c declare, that are

* re 3y .1 tl;!, to dro-n irn sea n the int:rest. of the provision oZ a

...... .... cr Vhu .arth/cror-d, in tbe interc -,ts of the future, so

thet ell p eo1'U wid our, and future of generation,: could live quietly ])

. ,,at they .T.a!d know that we not only do not want war, but also we

Co n.At w,,t to have merw./hc.lities for ,aging of war. We are ready

to a.nih.t:t i thi- veronry ia.eLIaiitly, if follow ou.- example

oth.r COUit.iv,.;

SI

. ... . . . ..0
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Page 12.

COMBAT C1 LCRACZ~tISTI'CS OF THE GUIDED MISSILSS AND T1.TEIR CONTROL

0 The history of the develop-zent of different types of weaponry

shovs that for the shift/relief to old weanonry comes new, that mrre

advanced ar.d effecti-e.

Uf

Undcr the contemporary conditions as the this weaponry are

considered the guicnd missiles whose combat charactoristics differ

significantly from the ccz7bt characteristics of artillery, torpedo

and air we T,[onry. The guidcd nizciles, -es:cially with the nuclear

cAVrt. s, pon:sess high cffectivens, ha-re hiG'h rates,

heights/altitudes and flying range:;. Furthermore, they are capable in

* the short tir: under any meteorological conditions with the hich

accuracy of delivering the charges of enormous destructive force

virtually into ar.y place on t'.rrc-tial globe.

0

Let us examine some data, which teztify abo't the advantage of

n.w weaponry.

- - . . . • . . . . ..0 . . . . . . . .
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According to the data of statistics it is known that in the

~'ir:t World W-,ar the average percentaoe of hits was equal: for tha

artillery of a heavy caliber - 2.7o/o; for the corpecoes - about

llo/o; for the aerial bombs - about lo/o; in the Second World War the

per-centage of incidences/in 4 -- Tnenis for these types of weaponry was

respectively equal to ..6o/o, Fbout "5o/o and about 7o/o.

The percentage of the incid.nces/ ming:!nent- of th, ou.cacd

missiLes is considerably higher than in the types of weaponry

a examinod; according to the data of the freign press, i achieve,

,%c'/o and it is above.

One cuide-3 missile w3th the nLcica: chnrqe iZ capoa.e of cizInj

suc; h. h : h hich in the period of th. Second World oar c.?U:-ed

thousands of air-craft.

gPage 13.

The hig;h effectivenes, thE large destruztive ca:!ei,. ity o thi-

new tyroe of weaponry indicated the :,:arshal of the Sovict Unin R. Y.-.

iainv,_shiy n the speech at the IV ression of ...rerr.e s o'''.it o! -

US. on 14 January, l960,: "It riuffices to say that if within t!,-

L
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period of 1940-1945 the Anglo-American aviation, after completing an

enormous quantity of sorties, knew how to discard to the objectives

of Germany and those occup:ied by it the countries of approximately

two million tons of bombs, then at present one the strategic nissile

was capable of delivering of the target the nuclear charge,

equivalent according to its power to the total explosive force of the

conventional explosive, which is contained in these two million tons

of bDmbs".

Guided missiles - multi-purpose weaponry. They can be used for

the destruction of the most varied targ-ts: surface/ground ones, air

ones, surface ones and underx"ater ones.

Another distinctive features of the new type of weaponry lies,,.n

the fact that for the launching of rcckets are necessary the

... icicntv !ioht nd si::ple constructions. This is explained by the

fact that duri.g the starting/launching does not occur the recoils as

in artillery gun and, therefore, it is not neccssary to have

complicated device,'/apnliances for its absorption.

"he iniignificant effect of rretcorolcnic2.1 conditionS on the

pos.ibility of the comabat employment of tho guided missiles gives t:

then also the series/row of the advantages over conventional weapons.

* 4
I
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rossessiig high military characteristics, the guided missiles

find rnver increasing vise.I

C Depending on the place of star-c and character of target the

gnid-?d niS-iles abro'ad it is accepted to subdivide into four classes:

"urf,.ce-to-sLar--ace" ~hr.~-hp,"hpsb~rn"

"subrmarine-ship', "sbirn-t-rvd) intended for the ar1mauer~t

0 of surface/czrcui, tnits an~d ships and uzirng f or tne d aae/ceefeat of
rurfnze/ground tnnd waterborne targets; A.uf L-o-ir

( 7 shp-tc-ai ", ibarine-a ira), intcn~ed Lfor the armren-t of

su~rfcegrou.... tatteri. and ships adu3n o h dr,9/eeto

the aerial targets; "air-surface" (Oair-to-sihip", ri~uurre)

the intended for the arament aviation and using for the

da-acrien e~t of (aifaeb ro-and n:amt,ro (LC arg-! the *air-1of the"

for of tirr and w'Arorch foir; t n

ennqin ez used are subdivieled into the winqcd misr~iles and the

0 ~rockets/ris;ilesi (wingod and winglezs).

atmoczPheric oye)
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Fig. 5. C1asificationl of cguJded nmissiles according to place of start

adch .. tcter of tars~t.
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Kcy: (1). "Surface-ship". (2). Surface-to-surft:e. (3).

PShip-sbmerine. (4). aSubmzirine-.ship". (5). "ship-to-ship'. (6).

'Sub-aarire-to-cround". (7). "Air-surface". (8). "Air-to-ship". (9).

"Air-submarine". (10). 'Subrarine-air". (11). "Surface-to-air'. (12).

"Ship-ta-air". (13). '*Air-air".

Page 15.

Crui.e missiles have developed lifting surfaces (wings) and

engines, dependent or not dependent on the air medium.

To wriglezs rockets/raissiie are characteristic the oblong

cvii idrical fori. with the pointed nose section and the engines, not

uycp,-!nCdent on %.he air mediuim. Wingless rockets/missiles are usually

ca:lled bal'jistic missiles or shell ;, emphasiZing by this the
character of the trajectory, alcng which they fly (ballistic

• trajectory".

The ro.,;t important rrilitary characteristic of the contemporary J
* gui~t ei 7*ci~es is t:ie long range of activity - frcm several

. to nev-il thownand, wh,%t considnrably exceeds the rage

of all cz.:ting typcs of weaponry (range torpcdo weaponry to 10 kin,

SJ

-I
0
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artillcy - to 40 km). On the range the guided missiles are

subdivided; into the short-range missiles, intended for target kill

at a distance to 300 km; the mediu- distance, intended for the

destruction of targets at a distance of 300-1000 km, and the

long-range, intended for the application of strikes/shocks on the

objectives, which are found on the removal/distance It is more than

1000 kat. The guided missiles with the range of more than 2500 km are

0 called intercontinental rockets/missiles.

ZLcnq ranne ballistic missiles start at the angle of elevation of

* 90, i.e., vertically upward (Fig. 6). After achieving the specific

height/altitude, they with the aid of the steering devices are

inclin-nd to the horizon so that up to the moment/torque of the end of

burninq slope angle to the horizon would ccmpse

apprnxil:ately/exemplari]y 45', which corresponds to %aximum flying

distance.

* After the cessation/discanLinuation of the work of engine

ballistic uizsiles on the inertia fly to the target as ordlnary

artillery shell.

6

Wc--rc issil~s with the firinq to the long

ranqe zre launched jtist as lcn3 range ballistic missiles, but upon

the atmospheric entry they are translated by equipment for the

6J

6
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control in the shallow glide (Fig. 6). Flight in this trajectory

considerably increases the range cf cruise missilei. in comparison

with the wingless ones (with the identical characteristics of jet

engines).

Winged surface-to-air missiles and air-to-air* can be launched

at different angles to the horizon.

Page 36.

Winged missiles begin takeoff from reclining guides and they fly

to the target at the small height/altitude with the constantly

operating engine as ordinary aircraft (Fig. 6). On the arrival into

the target area the shells convert/transfer into the steep dive at

the target or are laid with the aid of the homing systems.

Foreign apecialist5 consider that the ballistic missiles possess

0 the serioux advantage over the winged missiles, which have lower

speed and flight altitudes, it is difficult to annihilate them during

the flight, Therefore they can be intended for the application of

• surprise s;trikes/shocks on the inportant objectives.

With any flying range the guided missiles must have the high

probability of hit. This is achieved by applying the control systcms

o L........................................
A..i- . " " ,". . .'.'- . . ,. -

.. . .. ............. .. ... . . ..... ...... . . : , . . . . . . - _ -
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on which completely depends the accuracy of the guidance of

rockct/missile to the tart.t.
P

During the guidance are accomplished two technical missions: the

output of rocket/missile to trajectory and the control of its flight

in the trajecLories whirh Ere tiqhtly interlocked.

* The acc::,plhinTnt of the firzt mis,;ion provides the correct i

orientation of rccket/missile in the space, and on the solution of

the seconid 6,pend.s the accuracy of the gu:Jance of rocket/missile to

the 3ssigned target.

. I.

I.

..

*-
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Fig. 6. Flight paths of different typ~es of the guided missiles. I

bai i:ti mi ie; 2 - winged rissile; I - winged ;urf ce-to-Surfac

missile; AD tha pwered flight trajectory of ballistic iisile. ,

" Key: (1). Target.

.a P.-.e,17. 1

.17.

Decause o f this the process of guided-missile control to the target

it consists of two consecutive sta7s: the first stage - start when

-. ...... th e c n n -A y ;t ;. a i L u t i l i z e d ! f o "I t e r-p ,, '- t. t o t h e

rocket/miiilc of the specif ic positonisitua ion, which .makes it

i i possible to derive it on the predetermined trajectory; the second g

I • #s .*',.e- e pp.r,,chin prcc, !ss of which thc: rocket/missilo approaches a

tarciit 11-

it . . ,f, hto t h s m ' fu - diste n ta for the acthe ti n d cf iar' l .d n d

.strike(.s target.

L

t| cn" z~ t itlie o-te prngtte

l .
b

_. ... . . . -. .. .... J -: .. . ., . < .: .
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All these problems solves the control system which

controls/guides launcher and rocket/missile in the process of

preparation/training for the firinS and guidance of rocket/missile to

the target.

The system of rocket control encompasses: the system of steering

Sdevices of the firing which provides the process of firing (target

detectior, thc issue of target designation, the guidance of launcher

and the launching of rocket); the system of the instruments of

guidance, which enzure the specific position/situation of

rocket/missile in the space relative to target and the detachment of

the neco5ary flig'Dt path for the destruction of target; the control

mechanism which is accommodated on the rocket/missile and is intended

f tor oujtut and retention of rocket/oimrile to the predetermined

trajectory, and also for the execution of the groups of guidance

system in the case of deflecting the rocket/mioisile from the

0 programnm&d trajectory or if necessary of changing the path of its

flight.

* Equip:-ent of the control syst.m can be located both on

rocket/mi-sile itself and on the objective, from which are conducted

the start.ing/launchin . of roctet!li;sile and the control of it or

N...i
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only the control.

Depending on tactical designation/purpose the rockets/missiles,

the conditions of its flight and estimated range of the control

system are divided into the systems of preset control, remote

control, homing and the coimbir.ed systems.

During preset control the rocket/missile is guided to the target

by vieans of the instruments, arranged/located on the rocket/miszile.

The flight program of rocket/missile to steering devices is assigned

previously.

This control system can be carried out on the basis of the

principles of autcpioting, cel stial navigation, inertial systems,

etc.

Autopiloting is based on the use of gyro systems, in which in

pronortion to the deflection of rocket/missile from the programmed

trajectory to the autopilot are introduced signal- corrections, which

eject rock.?t/missile to the calculated trajectory.

Prc:sct coatrol is applied mainly for guiding the ballistic

meditrm-ranrge minsiles of actirvity a.nd long-range.

4J

I
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The variety of the system of preset control is considered the

4 astronavigational system as basis of which is ass~ued the principle

of navigation on the celestial bodies, which make it possible to

continuously adjust the flight path of rocket/mirsile.

I
In this system electro-optical instruments, which are located on

the rocket/missile, continuously are laid with the aid cf the highly i

sensitive elements/cells at one or at two celestial bodies, relative

.4 to which is previously designed the missile trajectory. I
In flight of rocket/missile its 8ctual place is conpared with

that previously designed. With the noncoincidence of actual

position/situation with the esti .ted cpicrate/wear tha correspo;.ding

wmechanism, of che control system and rocket/inissilfe returns to the

prcdetermined trajectory.

Another variety of the systeM. of preset control is the inertial

system, batei on the law of mechainics according to which any change

of moving the body under the scti.ity of different forces is

escortec'/tracked by accelerations.

If we , asure these accelerations ir different diroctions/nxes,

4

S~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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* then it is possible to CalcUlite the deflections of the rlyirig body

from ntrallqlt pith in the direc tion/axis, in whiich vwrs mt,%!e the

In the incrtizil systcan to the platform strbili.-vd in the

hor izx~tal pla~ne p~z.ce two or tlxre,- devices (accelerv: -ter%, that

mer!,xirs t1-t acceleration in two or three mutu~lly pierp~ndiculzar

Pl-ie- Two ixcelero&:atenr; r. 4ehe side accalerations and give

pozihiit~by miean_- of the spocial instruments - integrators -to

determi.,,e tlc deflect ion of rocket/:.-ssile with re:sper-ct to the

0 h~g~taltiudeandc the df-reCtion/&;xis. The third acclerom~eter

* rwo.,surcs the~ accelecrations of roc~zet/mrissile along the trajectory a~nd

makecs it rossible to determne rate anid pes'sed by it route/path. The

msnrcd 1±ci: eantE t E-e cor,,iute whicl.- 3cvelops ths rccerviry

The c~ignr.:1, pr::Tortione,! wo lte;ra coflvction, a~fte~r entoring

to the wip.(~,Vll vct on coif'trol -urfeces 7tm; adju!.t the nissile

* Trre icOvi~ntz -Le olf inertial sntern ini co~np-rison with thc!

~stro~vc'&tio -lis in tf,._ fact that its w~ork does. not dopnd onI
thc canditinn of cloj('inz-: s ond tire ot 6ay5.
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Abroad they consider that preset control of rocket flight

p:ovides the sufficiently high accuracy of incidence/impingement and

gives th- possibility to strike the large/coarse targets (ports,

bzse, city, etc.), which are found on the large removal/distance from

the place of missile takeoff.

The advantagc of preset control of flight consists also in the

nnzusceptibi lity to the radio interference, created by enemy.

0 Furtherorc, it can be used in flight of rocket/missile to any

distance and gives the possibility to launch immediately a series of

rockets/aissiles, which considerably increases the probability of

hit.

Remote control (concr,2. at a distance) can be b:'oken into three

svsten: bcam guidt:nce of raia °, com ,mand and radio navigational.

Be6m guicance of radar consists in the fact thot the

rozket/missile is held in the narrow beam of target-tracking radar,

* which is s t11e z;tation of the observnticn and control

* Equipment follcrv missile headin,;, vithout givig'q to it to ,Iove

out the cone of the -/bca,, and - ... r it litys rocket/missile Ft

the tarCget.

0
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Frig. 7. Cuided-missiic control on the ray/beam of radar.

c20.

B,::': r.' rguidance syst.in is applied for the rockcet control of

cltss "surf Pce-to.-,,i", lair-t-o-air" and 'air-surface", but mloft

widely it is; utilized for guiding the AA guided missiles.

Furthcrmor(:, it can be used for the control of ballistic missiles in

the initi sector of their flight.

• The l:. o,' this gu' .:;ncr2 rs t-- , eoc:2z not dcpen-d on

n :teorologicz! conlitions; and is esti%. ated distance of tlhe activit~y

c,- r da-.

G Fi...7... -nssl oto o h a/ea frdr

PiALC 20
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S The advantage of sYstem lies in the fact that in the limits of

* directing beam of radar it is possible to zimultaneously lay several

* rockets/r~issiles.

* - Commaind guidance~ system is realized by means of the groups,

which enter from the cori.and poset to the inatru~;ets, which are

located on board the rocket/Missile. This system is utilized for the

0 miss~ile targeting of near, average/nean and long-range.

In the corrmand guid:.nce systemns sptcial equipment or operator,

controlling roc.k.et flight anid rcoveraent of target, transnits by radio

or wires/cables of signzd-groups which are received as the radio

receiver of rocket/missile' and through the power mechanisms is

activated of rt'dders, gu'idirng rockcet/mizizile to the target.

To control the rclative position of rock et/miss ile and target is

* possible visually, with the aid of the optical rmeans/facilities,

* radioloci.itions and televiriorns, roreover the selection of obserivation

facilities is eri~ by the typi' of target an by Lhe character

of its MoVIEvment.

There -ir: a r-ny viaritiet; of conmand systens, but for all thclft is

0,:

0 - .. v - , -a -- ~- = = m-,= .
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characteristic the presence of two lines of communications between

the command post and the rocket/missile. One line of communications

is intended for the observation of the movement of rocket/missile

relative to target, another - for the transmaission of aroups to the

I rocket/missile in the czse, fir tree rocket/missile will be deflected

from the calculated trajectory or it will be necessary to change

ilight path. -

Guidance system on the wires/cables is considered as the I

simplest com,-and system and it is applied abroad in essence in the

antitank missiles.

I
In this system the data about targcq-t pcsition and rocket/missile

i
are obtained by visual observation. Rocket/missile is

- coatrolled/guided by means of the pulse electrical signals,

transmited by operator with the aid of the cor'-.and instru-ent by two

thin %;ire../c.bles, which are unwound during rocket flight from the

revolving coil, adju:zted on the rocket/rissile under the wings (Fig.

Pagc 21.

Are most widely used the radar systems, vhich depending on a

nur.J,er of radars, entering the system, are sibdividzd into the .

0 1

II
.4!
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single-ray ones (with one radar) and the double-beam ones (with two

radars).

Single-ray systents in turn, are divided into two forms: for the

4guidance on the moving/driving target and for the guidance on the
stationary target.

During the guidance on the moving/driving target one and the

same radar simultaneously follows the movement of target and

rocket/missile. In this case the rocket/missile moves over the

trajectory, whic.h coincidcs wit!! the line cc,,;xand post - target. The

itarting/iaunching of rocket/missile, capture by its ray/beam of

radar are conducted almost just as with beam guidance of radar.

Te po:;ition/situation of rocket/missile rt!lative to target or

centrFl axis of the ray/beam of radar is deter'.inci on the scope of

tracking radar of target and rocket/missile.

Taroets Data irom tracking radar and i-ockets/missiles come into

* the cor',;pter, arrarge-./located on the earth/iround, which determines

the errors in the flight path of rocket/missile and develops the

* appropriate gro,)- sigr-ls, trans.mitted to the rocket/misslie by

trarnfmittcr by the radio link.

• . " '. .' .[ .' -. . "" ;. . -, i- • . - . . .- . . .. .. ,- - . " L'. : . " -
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This system is utilized in the surface-to-air missiles and

With the firing at the stationary target the radar operator

foll~ows the rocket/missile from the moment/torque of

starting/la!u",ching to the mornent/torique of the

c-:z~'tm/; :n~iri~icmof the woth of engine, continuously1

cam-unicatirnq the dAta about the location of i-ocket/nmissile to the

computer which com,,pares the flight path of rocket/missile vith the

91 ~l~tand izu-!: stcerirng co:-=ards.

a Thia system. can be used for guiding the ballistic missiles in

the in~tial p~l;ane of trajr-ctory (Fig. 9).

e ig. 6. c qi gidrmcce of the ant-t t'sk guided niZsile: 1 -opticail

ir.n.zri.ment of obL:L~; ,tio;a: 2 -coir.:arI steer.ng d,!-ice.
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Page 22.

4 In the ballistic missiles the computer not only issues steering

cowrnards, but also determines the moment/torque of the

cessation/discontinuation of the work of engine that it is very

important for the provision cf a precise ircidence/impingement ofI

rocket/ininile into the target.

In the double-beam system are utilized two radars: one tracks a

(taryot, another - after the rocket/missile.

According to tho data of station the com.puter determiaes rate,

* height/ltitude and direction of the motion of target and develops

sigiias- croups ior the rocket control {Fig. 10).

This syztem makes it possible to guide to the target only one

rocket/:iis,. ii, which to a considerzble extent decreases the kill

probability of tacgct.

IDcu:.-b:,;" ytt is utiliz..'d for auicing the'surf ace-to-air

missiles ("sh.p-to-air').
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Monitoring/checking of the movemant of rocket/missile relative

to target can be realized by aid of television equipment, and rocket

- control on the radio links.

In this guidance syster, are a construction, which transmits to

the cc¢ and post the image of target and of its surrounding terrain,

and construction, reproducing image on the television screen.

Operat:or, cortrolling target on the scree-n and sending to the

rocket/;issile of a signal-group, lays it at the target.

This system is applied for the guided-missile control of

different classes on the tsrgets whose location is changed or

accurately unkoo-,n.

0I

* 1
* I.°.

"" •-. ' " ' , "R
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Fig. 9. Sche;matic of beam riding missile guidance in the initial

trajectory phase.

Key: (1). Plane of direction of flight. (2). Target. (3). Control

U station. (4). Launch pad. (5). Transmitting station.

Page 23.

The depc n(,c-nc! of the work of television system on the weatherr

con~ditions and illIumination, and~ also the low range decrease the

effectivaness of its use/application.

As the overall de~ficiency/lack in all ccanad syrte.s is

considered1 thc absence of concealncsnt &nci susceptibility (except wire

S SV.S. I.) to t~,effeac~t of tble r~cn- and radar clutter, creatcd by

encmcy.
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Radio-navigation system also makes it possible to control/guide

rocket/missile at a distance, moreover rocket/missile is guided to

the target in accordance with the predetermined program and on the

e signals of radio navigational guidance stations.

In this system several of ground stations transmit signals, and

* the receivers of rocket/missile with the automatic quidance equipment

measure the difference in the time between the receptions of the

signals of thcse stations and convert findings rockets/nizsiles into

the data about the position/situation. Then these data are compared

by autcmatic eq'sipment of rocket/missile with the estimated ones and

* the manufactured signal- corrections give rocket/missile to the

predetermined trajectory.

40

4:

*
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Sg. 10. Cozcpand double-beam guidance system of the guided missile.

Key: (1). Targct-tracking radar. (2). Radio set of delivery of

covwlands. (3). Corputer. (4). Misrile-tracking radar.

Pace 24.

Radio-navigation systcm can be vsed for thc guided-missile

control o' long-ranq-3.

Hloming usually is utilizod in the fgnal phase of flight of

rockct/mizs ila for 3ia increase in thb pr, Iihility of hit and it makes

it rf-;:Ibc to f','./,'shoot at the low and maneuvering tar', tr.

*%

' --4 4
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Homing is provided by special construction - the homing device

(Fig. 11), arranged/locatcd in the rocket/misile which works on the

thermal, the radar, the optical or any by friend principle.

At present are di-tinguished three methods of the homing:

passive, active and semi-active.

The passive methcd of homing is based on the principle of

perccption with sensing element of the homing device of the

rocket/missile of one or the other physical field of the target:

* theriaal, electrovnagnetic (radio waves), light, etc.

The instru;,ents of homing fix/record the bearings/angles bet.ean

the directions of the notion of rocket/rissile a;nd target, and by
-l::ns of th control surfaces rocket/mizszile is guided to the target

- the radiation test of physical field.

$ -4

Active rithod is ta:fd on tic use of a rajiclocation.

o •ket/r -sile his miniature radar which eriits radio waves into

the specific sector/arc of space in front of the rocket/nissile.

6A

....
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,ia 11. The geea view of radar homin devie-. Is. tothlf

visible antena deflector.

Pagje 25.

Upon the a tenaranc-e of . target in this sector/arc the pulse

m " . reflected from it is received es the receiver of station and, acting

o~i ro:o-vu surfaces, it lys rocet/missile at the targft (Fig. 12).

Se..i-active m.ethod is al.zo based on the use/application of a

radiolocntic:, but rocket/missile does not have a station. On it is

locatcd o th- receiver. Hovever, tar'ct is irr3diated by rcdc.r,

arrargod/locotcd on the earth/around.

Thu pule rtflected from thc target is received as the rece!iver

of hoirni, Cvice that it ledc. to the o.-;ration of ccntrol surfacss

0i

0
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a rt tlhv cguidainoc of rocket/missiAle to the t.xrget.

For th..- provision of sufficient prcbabiiity of hit at the 1orki

' anaa of firiny ure zpplicd tht, eo:t.incd control' s y stc~

The cnntincd control sys-tcA Cf~~t~zdifferent systers5, for

e~t-.i-c:uset con'tr'.-~d hv.nret cnc' &rik hr.ning, etc.

Pirot control. in comabination with the hocming more frequently is
-dptxcina h guid(.dJ surfac-e-to--surf ace nissls !tt cntS

a with the horniing in the'sraot-i'usic and 'air-:urt'ce'.

The use of the combined control systemrs makes it possible to

obtzir. t high acc-ura-cy of inie~ei~icoretwith, the f iring at

*From the cciaazt char-acteristics- of the suidcd missiles exried I
*it is cv'idcr..t tbnat the effectvon#ss of the daiaag/defeat of

5m;rfccz/ l~i, 01-ran1 ~i cbrc ot;W h- gui~l'cd7 iflI(,: C' cn

swvery hll~h, irx thir can theCizc c of tha1 i rttilt

cozdrtly! axceect; the ranics of the existing artillory, Itorp Jd)

and air we -ponry.

For tis reso; to the >;rvorn en crert ion ot th, quiu tc.

fi!110is ,jt prvsi' nt -id v,. ry cnnsidL rgl Btt,-it1n. r
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IL S'Pitte Of the immeonse diversity of the cuiclhd midssiles,

crcotea6 ct tile prc.se(nt time, they all hdve ~oeal/o o/oal

str-uctural cli-rents/clls.

Ceatrc .o/e(o~a' ehi A aracteristics, cr

e ~ ms/chsCtndor, the tcactiesi de-si Pat icni'jurrose of

~o~kt/nisiein thi1s car e thei-r lecation in the' m.-issile body can.
C,>.

be r~rr. wachdmisileitconsi;sts of til:: body

g . gie/a ir frzx a o: f the specific aerodyne-71nic dres ign), warhead with

the fues, a r~c'ie quanc' £:ystem., Suppl ic-s Of pwradcyr

All l-nr/clsOf th,-e guide} miszsile rmust 1;erfor~a strkctly

*~~ hn. cc:Led -A:: iin th tak as icwwd t o t h c c I~>'/'~ e.

P-s- the- c:KIt cal clIcmz?n t/col of' the gu id2eed iss Ile is cons ider,-c

th ;::7 c tu, o n ac c ura cy ird riblt'of weork rcf ac

dcu'-'tx afctivcnfes-s ot the vuse of rockct/.mirsile.
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The bc~dv iz load-b~zirino elemeitt iind is intendod for

g positioning/arranging of varhead, steering devices and guidance and

jet engine. It is done such forma that the air resistance in flight

would be --raJJ.ert and1 rockfet/missile was controlled/guided iwll. The

ccnzLrvCtion./Cie,.i,:-n of the Lbody mnust be durable and light.

Aerodivnariic design of the guided missile is driven out/selected

taking into account the dlcsignzti n/puilpse of rocket/ndLs: ile, flight

* conditicins and focuzt acting in flight.

The quidcd czruise Lm1ssilt-~s have a glider/airfra;ie which consists

of fuselege (body), w~ings (liftirg surfaces), ruddcrs rind

St abilizers are otherwine called rocket fin. Wincif; in ~

rrz,,rt ar i~icd with rotary one!7, wtickh also makes it

rpossihie to controlb/cide rocs:ct flight.

* ~227.

!Ih-ck&t fligh]t, which ho-s thn aircraft confiju.:3tion of

constt.-.tion, is dtr-tin::d hy Lh'e prZ~cof the lift o: -w in ci. it. h

0

ar ct L yc f 4t rcv*-/i,- ef1i.si

e! ;E----------------- ------------------------- rlj! en---- ----------------
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for to supply with it~s large and heavy wings, whirl creaite lift.

* Therefore with an increase in the velocities the sizes/dimensions Af

wings ccrpase, and in ballistic missiles wingn generally are absent.

The mutuaal disposition of rudders and wings and their quantity

con be different. In cruise missiles more frequently is utilized the

crucifoim four-wing general-arrangement diagram, which encompasses

four mutually perpendicular wing and four mutually perpendicuiar

plrnos of the tail unit.

Depending on by what surfaces is controlled/guided

rocket/miss~ile and in what place they are arranged/located, are

citnuish_-d thr,-e aez-odynn~ic~ chsiqns of the guided missiles (Fig.

I!): rdincrom the "guided tail ase,-) ," or the normal aerudynamic

] design wherz the wings are arranged/locate& in froua of the rue~crs;

t .e di -ir jiwn~r in which the ruCers are arranged/located in

fronr of Te wingys; diagram the "guided_ wing", wlha re the wings aiid

ruirkdrs :; ro the role of control and liftirng .surfaces, i.e., thcy

0 are cr;lbincd.

0 . - " . " .
' 

. - - , . . - - o j , . - 4 • . • . . - L ' .

S

*
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Ij

14

Fi. 3 hemlr/prxmt ccitcotelautfte
6u& wi-c isl Rglsr, a~rfiig qimn

of iio~in,,j syotei ,, 3 -antenna de-flertor of homingj oytc-'; 4 and3 10-

qiv:f for 00)' A arC~1; 5 -r- -epls vpc-*ag ue

7 - fuselage (~y;8 -fv'el t;.n%; 9 - wing; 11 -r~arch utjt

(,n ,.vc 3. bne 1-tIr cr1'iv ; 216 a.iir int6&.f,.
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Pegj 28.

The diagrams examined can be used both in of the aircraft and in

the cruciform schematics guided missiles, with it has its advantages

and defici~ncics/lacks,

The iocket/mi sile of crucifora diagram is controlled/guided in

two mutually perpendicular planes, moreover the control in each plane

been indE.pendert. In order to turn the rocket/missile, which has

ai-crnft configurati.on, necesz..ary to sintultanctuz1y and in concord

tui-n it .rouid the longitudinal axis (to incline), and only after

this it is po:zihlc to changa the direction/axis of flight in the

required pl'±na, vhich con;idarably complicates rocket control at high

v,-Ilocitie3; cf flh4't.

hircra&t ccnuigurat .On . more frcquently cre utilized for the

i...e-to-r ~ ......issie ("ship-to-hipr).

C !.... di~z-n':n allows for the quic.eu ti s;lcs at the high

volocitic to Icccrplih rrpitl maneuvc.rs i.n the horizontal and

* v:r'ticcal lan , ~n connectivn with h this di~ari= nozt

.xt, i.'; in the':urf-to-ais.a.., "air-.:;urface"

.. . ...- , -. . ......... ..... ... ~.. * . . .
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and "air-to-air".

- Foreign specialists indicate that in the accuracy of the control

[- - the cruciform and aircraft configurations barely differ.

Ballistic missiles do not require for their Ml-ght of support in

air; therefore they do not have wings.

II
.o" •

.I

I

*l

*
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Fiq. .4~. Aco~z.~cds~ f the gui(Ifd niis a) the 'cjuided

tail ~.~r~l;;b) "cazvire"; c) the "quid.,d wing.".

vh-,Lab rity Of Lheir '.rajCCLOVY th 'y fly as ord~inary rtillry

siifll, wn~.irqs would only ir..e their Imovemicrit.

_-6 2i'. pvAn;2Z no2 2-Clo ajd tai unit~1 ~::z for
tho ~tcii';:tion oif I itlic ( F'.! 27).

La~1istic nis,.ilcr; are conr -cII/qi~ca 11y clir or va s and

A 1;o by ai c anSL in the positici)/ itt ion of ci-qine- relativo to a:i

6 c~1rtf(i;r wh!hth! ru~o~ . ctlic/iuae~ in the

-ii:1 &m~ l su~ib..Vane~s ru r/o t'.in t'-.( c ps j 't
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Furthrm~ore, for the rotation of rockets/rair.siles can be used

the rotary chbr/coasof the booster eriginei 'fhich accommodate

Onl cc.ch side of rocket/mif~ile. After the rotation of rocket/nmissile

rotar~r chzimbrs/camo~ras aire dropptd.

The werhiad of the- rocket/missile with the fuses is intended for

the execution cf basic cc:-bat rnirsiot - the Ocstructinftre.

7: r h e a d catn be taric crid ouxilizicy d',: ignatlon/purpose.

The varhr'-ads of the basic designation/purpose include the

arl~~ m f hh-ep -sive, frag~aontation, armor-piercing and

c-x:.ulative effnct, etc., to the auxiliary oncs -, illuminating, si,>e,

V-ne gui;6zd rizsilies, intended~ for the dane.ge/defeat of

surf~C cn.rd surface and urndervater tai-get:, bear the Va.-heads

S ~ ;! i.Jrly of hr-x veefcct vtht the aharg ' of con-;ent jonal

exlosLvo or with thep nuclear chrcF u,:tlh.2ri..cre, can be used

waha3; of thF: iarmor-picrcinxj,, chbemical andi cu ulative eff:-.t.

I n th ouc~ vrt-u±tI'sl "nurface-to-air" and

"r-to-air" are utilizvd fri ;tiion, i-E fr ntation,
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fragment-tion incendiary or nuclear warheads.

Ballisti -missiles in essence have high-explosive warheads with

- the ordinary or nuclear charges.

The warheads of high-explosive effect strike targets with the

shock wave, which is formed during the burst. 1hey consist of the

- steel body, the explosive/bursting explosive charge, fuses and

booater charges, which use for the relibbility of the activity of

warhead (Fig. 15).

Vagre 30.

.*... The viJrhumds of AA guided missiles, intended for the

] J:uio:/d ftat of the aerial targets, during thte burzt give a large

n. of l-tL 2 fre.qments whose kinetic energy drependr on their

weight -nd velocity of rendezvous with the target (Fig. 15).

.- ,arhe-, of the cumulativ effect are b;:cd on the use of the

dirC -tional LffcCt of burst. In the explosive charge of v arhc.ad

, notchcd, coverlid with the mnetallic facing which during the burst

for s the metallic jet, w:hich moves at a velocity more than 10000

m/s. tccausc of the hitch kinetic energy the jet breaks through the

heajvy a rTh'r.

*

i. -- - . . . . *~*. - . - .- -- . - - - - - - . --.
| "
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Such uarheads are co.nmonly used in the rockets/mis,;iles for the

d ,-truction of the ar iored targets.

Warheads with the atomic charges are based on the

self-developing fission chain reaction of the atomic niclei of some

e! ;I n t:/C !. .

6

I

S ---.- -- '-........ .......... , -.

*
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4 3 s

I ' "... ... "

i .- . ., . -.' , : : :: -, .

riq. 15. The ezemp ary/approxim.-.te diagra*-s of the warheads: a)

Lallistic .izsile (V-2 ): 1 - body. 2 - point detonating fuze; 3-

e>plos:ive charge; 4 - base fu7,; 5 - supplementary fue; b) the

4surfac-to-air mnissile: 1 - body; 2 - explosive charce; 3 - finished

.i.:,.et ; 4 - eycpicce for the fue; 5 - the booster charges.

• 4

0'

iS
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Page 31.

Ps can be seen from co-nunications/reports to the foreign press,

as the explosive atomic sub3tance (atomic fuel) abroad are e.plied

dr7..n-. , urainiui-233 and plutonium 239.

In order to prcduce burst, is necessary atolaic substance -ith [
the specific critical ,nass (Fig. 16), i.e., such quantity of

fioa:able material with which the nuclear reaction be00omes

In the warhead at certain distance from each ather places two

.L o.o",c . each of %hich is lens th:.n the critical, i

-:I slr'l 5u they- give the cr'itic: ! u~s(it i- ,o' peie

so.'at ~iore than critical).

With th'. ra-iid cc .--b-nation of these masses occus the bur:.t. The

p rc, ci o r.t -oce',t% virtuo.lly intant.ly (for the ;tillisecvcn.dT).

She enerv, v ich is isoiatcd during the atomic explosion, into

r 1 :>~ e th3.-.rnd'f and mnillicns of timep.s excee-,s energy isolating

6!

6!
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ich,-in.- the burSt of the conventional explosives, undertaken in the

same quantity. Atortic explosion is uscorted/tracked by powerful/thick

* . shuck eave, intense !u:inous radiation and penetrating radiation. The

- remaincers/residues of the products of burst are the radioactive

manterials, which biolcicaiy affect the human organism.

Besides the warheads with the atomic charges, there are warheads

* with the ther:~uoiuc!ear ch; roes.

0L

- V

FF

I.I

*|1

[' "" • : ". " ."" . ."+ " " " : 2
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I'-.c., 6. he sh--mati of he cnstuctin o

ricr.16 energ isfreeya/ ~mrat of tche nutclfaton costr~lucto fo

tlehyrcgeicn~~ 1stps - hi dtr.eor; 2 canq ofcu conlyt very~ hxi ;

* 3 - atomic che,-irpa milliuton jerelecr; hll esr.o

rcaizicnrila ofituf of tonators.vit

inz chevrail irT,3]1ictn hatrcis charnr during tburst of hihe

th yrogen a isotopesh ;c . .s eztinr ca e occur onyo atovr thg

Lati~ thc'h- nil car o ubtian f n miture is cised, by her tcpatue

* ~~in 1-0a m ydido of.~ (geth.i o~n. d,-urn ohf burstof th

0
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w! - deuteritum with lithii'.) whose thermn uclear fusion appears at a [

tcmperature of 30-40 mln. degrees. Ii!
The power of atomic charges is determined by a quantity of

i:t;anu zear cnergy, which is freed during the atomic explosion. This

pow-!r they estimlate by the 'INT equivleint, i.e., :ompare the power of

atomaic explou.ion with the power of trotyl, undertaken in tha sarie

:f the power of ordinary atomic charg7e is e-qual to the cxplosive

force of tens and hundreds of thousands of tons of trotyl, then the

to"''r of therr-ronulear charge is equated the power of several million

tcns of trotyl.

Fro the cou,catiowz/reports to the forecign prezs it is

+.l+_+thlat th -  uddsraet-ufc~im~snear activity'

have vrirhed Ly the weiqht of 300-700 kg (antit-nk 3-5 kg),

, 4/p,,:n ar.c Xoi -rzncu; - to 1000 kq and more than, thC.C of

cI.+-:: "L-rface-t -air' - 20-150 kg; "1ir-o-air" - I0-4 0 kg.

For tLi hiagting/detrincnt of the warhead of the rocket/mizsil.e

at re r~' .i poirt in the traj,,ctory oc r-pon thi, cnounter vith

4t.o 2 ur"' t; r: fulx.

41
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Using the method of activity in target the fuses are subdivided

* into the strike ones, the remote/distance ones and the noncontact

ones; on the point of connection with the warhe3d - to the head ones,

the bottom ones and the lateral ones.

impact fuzes operate/wear ,ith the impact against obstacle,

rexote/distanre - at a aiven moment in time or at the assigned

distance of rocket/missile from the places of ,tart, noncontact - are

* automatic during the approach of rocket/missile with the target.

Proximity fuses accordiog to the operating principle are divided

into the radar ones, the optical ones, the accustic ones, the

magnetic oneS, etc.

Page 33.

For the combat guided-misa-ile units mosL frequently are applied

radar prcximity fuses (VT fu;es) (Fig. 17).

The operating principle of the radar fuse is the same as the

operatingp p rinciple of Ir the fuze body ahe instaled the

mini;ture transmitting and radio receiving stations with thc: po;er

supply. Usually stations have one antenna, which s simultancously

tra,ismitting and receiving.

0
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a During the starting/launching of rocket/missile (or on the group

II

froin the instrunent board) is actuated the supply of power of fuse

and radio wave they begin to be emitted into the surrounding space.

Upon the app.earance in the zone of action of the fuse of target

the sional echo from it is recorded the signal, which is amplified in

proportion to the approximation/approach of target. j

At the denignEd moment/torque when the rocket/missile flies near

the tarc.et, signal achieves this force, which activates of fuse and,

thec.ore, the burst of charge.

The activity of photoelectric prox.imity fuzes is based on the

u. o: therr.:l (infrared) tiirget en.a-nation (Fig. 17).
4

kvcus of such type conzist of the lens, transparent for the

infrar .d rays, the photccell, arranged/located in the focus of lens,

antplificr circuit and squib.

During tho approach of rock.Gt/missile with the target the latter

• comes into vi'; cT fuse, the intensity of the radistion/cmiz'sion,

which st.ri)Lc.7-, by the photoce-l, sha-ply' is changed, in the circuit of

+. . ..
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amplifier appears the impulse/mQmentum/pulse of photocurrent, which

activates of squib and blasting/detriment of charge.

All guided missiles have the airborne guidance system, which

uses for the retention of rocket/missile in the predetermined

trajectory and the rocket control on the groups, which come from

guidance system. Furthermore, it provides in flight stability and

maneuverability of rocket/missile.

Between the control mechanism and the cuidance system must be

comunications/connection, since on their work depends the accuracy

of the guidance of rocket/missile to the target.

Airborne guidance system according to the operating principle

relates to the automatic control systems, since it automatically

controls/guidei the position/situation of mizsile body in flight.

Paqe 34.

Onboard c q.ipmunt consists of antenna, construction for the

r~c:eptaon/mnthcd of groups and onboard radio transmitter, which is

tranzceiver. Furthermore, into onboard equ :'nent enter measuring

(sensin;), -,:pliier-convertcr and executive-: n.er elcrient., which

usce for' the direct control of rocket flight.

!J

. . .MR
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Sensing elements (gyroscopes, accelerometers, etc,,) determine

the real position/situation of rocket/missile and issue the signals,

necessary for processing the control commands.

I

A' 4

Fig. 17. The proxirmity fuses: a) the diagram of an English VT fuze of.

I

I.

* 4

6!
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the type V-T: I - antenna; 2 - wax filling; 3 - plastic head; 4 and 5

coil of antenna; 6 - radio tranrmitter and receiver; 7 - dry

battery; 8 - cylinder with electrolyte; 9 - safety device/fuse; 10 -

self-destructor; 11 - detonator; b) the schematic of the

photoelectric proximity fuze: 1 - lens; 2 - photocell; 3 - amplifier;

4 - squib.

Page 35.

These signals, intensified and converted, through the actuating

elements act on rudders so that after the rotation of rocket/missile

the error signal disappears and rocket/missile moves in the assigned

direction/axis.

The thrust, necessary for the realization of rocket flight,

creates engines.

Basic parts of any rocket engine are combustion chambers and jet

(Fig. 18 and 19). Combustion chamber serves for the creation of the

*- conditions for the effective combustion of fuel/propellant, i.e., the

transformation of chemical energy of fuel/propellant into thermal

energy of gas. Combustion gases are expanded in the nozzle channel

and ensuc!/escape/flow out into the enviroruvuint at a high speed,

causing the reaction force (thrust) of engine.

L - . . . . . o . ~ .. * . . . . . . . . . . .
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Jet engines in contrast to other heat engines are the engines of

forward reaction, since they directly create reaction force by the

rejection of the mass of substance (gases).

!
With the combustion of fuel/propellant in the combustion chamber

is formed a large quantity of gases, heated to high temperatures

(3001-35000), the gas pressure within the chamber/canera in this case

ri:;es. As a result of pressure difference in the combustion chamber

and in the cnvironment occurs the outflow of gases i.ehind the jet.

According to the law of conseriation of energy with an increase

in the rate of flow the pressure in ;he flow dccreases. Therefore in

those places where the rate will be more, pressure will prove to be

les, and vice versa.

Net force, which appears due to the nonuniformity of the

distribution of pressure on the internal surfaces of the combustion

chamber and jet, and will be reaction force. Thu amount of this force

proves to be the g:-eater, the greater the oas flow per unit time and

the greater the exhaust gas velocity.

e

Consequently, jct engine - this is the heat engine in which th2

.V
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chemical erergy of fuel/propellant with its combustion in the

chamber/camera is converted into thermal energy of gases, and the

*. latter - into the kinetic energy of the outflow of gas jet behind the

jet, due to what is created the reaction force.

By fuel/propellant is understood any substance, which is the

energy source, which can be converted into the thermal. Is at present

applied mainly the chemical fuel/propellant, which exhibits its

thermal properties during the usual chemical reactions - during the

burning.

UPage 36.

Besides this, for the rocker engines are developed/processed the

projects of the uze/application as the fuel/propellant of the atcmic

fuela/propzllants, in which is utilized thr- heat of thermonuclear

fusions.

Chc-: nical fuel/propellant consists of one or two units -

components. Each of the com.ponents can be uniform or consist of the

mixture of the substances, which play identical role in the reaction.

* In bipropellants one comiponent - cornbustible; by another - oxidizer;

in the rmonoprop!llnnt (for examnle, powdcr) coibustible and oxidizer

they are locatrd in one subntencc.

".0 -
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U
Oxidizer is called the chemical substance, which contains in

itself a sufficient quantity of active oxygen or another any

oxidizing element/cell, necessary for combusting the fuel.*
Fuel/propellant can be both the solid and liquid.

* According to the form of fuel/propellant the rocket engines of

the guided missiles are divided into the workers into the solid

propellant (RDTT [solid-propellant rocket engine], powder - PRD) and

- the liquid ones (ZhRD [liquid propellant rocket engine]).

The engines of the guided missiles can be independent of the air

medium (rocket) and dependent (air-breathing).

Rocket engines work on the fuel/propellant, which contains in

itself the reserve of fuel and oxidizer on board the rocket/missile;

4 . therefore they reliably perform in the rarefied layers of the

atmosphere. Jet engines obtain oxygen necessary for the fuel

cormbustion from the surrnunding air, in connection with which they

cannot effectively work at the high altitudes.
4

During the selection of engines for the guided missiles they

I

9 ..17 - - . . 9 .
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proceed from the conditions for the provision of the necessary

* distance, rate ard flight altitude.

As the simplest by the construction/design ure considered the

4solid propellant rocket engines which appeared earlier than all
existing rocket engines.

In the engines, which work on the solid propellant, entire fuel

reserve ii accomrmodated in the combustion chamber; fuel/propellant is

ignited with the aid of electric primer (Fig. IC).

With the coribustion of solid propellant (for example, powder) in

the chamber/caiiera are formed the gases, which have temperature

2000-2500* C and creating prrssure 50-250 atm. and niore, which

detQrn.lnLz the high rate Ol their outflow b-hind the jet (2000 m/s

and more).

Solid propellant is safe in the inversion, conveniently in the

op2ration can he stc,red long dne.

Page 37.

The cdvantrqzg of solid prcpcl!-nt en T es is the hich volue of

the rat-o of reaction torcc to the initial weight of angine. This
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engine is capable to report to flight vehicle for the short time theenreeaal rpr

necessary acceleration. Besides this, the solid propellant engines

are reliable and can perform in the vacuum and under water.

e To deficiencies/lacks in the solid propellant engines are

carried low efficiency/cost-effectiveiess due to the low colorific

* value of a fuel, short operatinq time, difficulty of regulating the

* th':ust level in the time according to the assigned law and dependC7ace

of the engine power rating on the initial temperature of powder

cha-ge.

The engines, which work on the solid propellant, are applied

both as thf'e booster engines, necessary for the reduction of I.unching

pha:ie and rapid dispersal/acceleration of rocket/missile to the

norieal narch sV >cd at which basic jet engine can independently

increap rate to the normal value and as the sustainer engine-.

* After the frcming of necessary velocity booster engine, ur

booster, is separated/liberated from the guided missile.
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Yiq, 18. The sch -matic diagralm of the soulid propelIlant rocket engill'.?:

I - combustion chartber casing; 2 - the powder cups; 3 - electric

primer; 4 - jet.

page 36.

Liquid pro.pellant roc!ket engine s c-an create the lthrus-t to

seve.ri hu,.-r-.2d tons, which ensures rocket flight up to the large

distances with the enormous velocity, which reaches several ten

thvu-,.d kilom,-Ut-r: E)n- hour.

Liqu~id prop- 1!ant rocke-t engines depending on the fuel feed

,;yst(,m into the¢olic ~ io charl.1er are divide:d inr.o two croups (Fig.

I-!).- engines. vi'. th-2,_ tur-hop-inip fix! feed sy-stern (fuel,/propellant in

-. ,I t ' _ • -. ,. , . . - .. ... .. . .... ... _
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cwith the aid. of the pumps) and engines with the pressur e

f u _- feved nyn;tei% (fuel/propellant ir, extruded trent the tanks by

*C Cc:' njie d g a.

Work liquid-propellant engines on the same principle, as on the

~c~A t~op~~ia~. f~rt~cecons~.sts only in~ the fact thrit in the

~ 5n c~' t~rs~,th~f~lproz~Xar~, which cG-,nists of tlie

* . '~co.L7u t .tel zn1- licnrui cridizer which cc.itintroua1. are~

svilpir~d from thf tankts Ihrough the special injectcrs. Liquid

c-1} ~ ~ ~ 311m rm~" zlwrorc accv.'ntely than powzler, to

g ~ hr~t bccringto the aoicne~d law have greater operatinrl

Main di nwi-o, i-a aJ.l liquid propellaant rocket cncji*si

f'i;v:c.:t-ifn~ iv ,i**2~. ~~ 'ra e Isr.~uc

,.i r
ol-platpx nto t,* cvlnoltr:t
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Fig. 19. The schCT13ti-: diagram of rocket engine on the liquid

p.-Qie1Thnt: 1 - cylinder with the compressed gas; 2 - pressure

reducer; 3 - oxidizer tank; 4 - fuel tank; 5 - fuel pump; 6 - puxzap

drive; 7 - oxidi7--er pum~p; 8 vaive!s, ,,hich contrcol the supplj1 of

fu :I/prope)lnnt; 9 -Injector; 10 -ccmbustion chamber; 11 -jet; 12

rocket engine.

0 TIhe liquid propellant rocket enginEs exvnmiocd and to engines,

inrce they can wort: at any height/altitud:! and under water.

Thf.r is s otbher typ of l2iquid propdigr1airt rocket enq nes

dionautonomou. They includ jet enginc.- (Va s), in which one of the

ciiopeltnt;of prop - rint (oylI0n) iu taken from the atmaophjre;

- okt nie

Sc2 9
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* theref-ore there engines cannot work out of the atmosvhare.

Thru.;t Lrn jet encines is creatci due to a differcnce in the

velocities oi entei-inq the enginc air in flight and the flow of not

* aase - escape/ensuirng from it.

Comibv.A-ta n ch;-.im)vr pressure of %AD higher than atmriopheric;

t'ierefore "c:, the Leec1 into the &fane/~eaof air it r-Cst be

preliminarily pr,- sd.

CEThe coitutc~,which te .-,re air com.pression, can be the

Kifu.i5 :-C. '3'r izc.rPrc:;scd d-oe to brakino ol: irc;, -nt to I h

-- gn relative 'wind, or the com-ressors.

The ~ ~'~dwith dif:~,a:-c- called.c~rzsr1~

.Kin *h2, prz:nc of c oiiq~c -res: or. Thctre ar-c c-)pound

c-nrl 'res, vhich coiba:.e the qualities of cornores~orless, and comrpessor

Co:oreur~s~engines dvipend inq an the cor4just icn conditionsr of

* LJprcJ~llntare subdivi.&ed inte) the direct-f lCv/ranlijet ones

(r~pc, icj. 23) and iluctuaitingj (nuls j-,t gnin es).
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F4 S 6 7

Fig. 20. S:.tcof t! 'e r...r, t nn 0'ich vor!:s on the liquid

proucllart. 1I ceitra2 ccn ;2 - cir MEW:a e nd dif ci'; 3 - tcr2

ard power-supply system b~y fuel; 4 - iriector; E - flamec holder; 6-

cowibuztion chamnber; 7 -jet.

Ir. the ronijet engincs air, which crntcrs the comThstion chamber,

isr3 lc comprae by velocity hec:d in ilight of

Ir.t' >: in ~'c n':e thl. PrO'CCOrLiOr 01 a~ir is cond.np by.

ccmpv> Wrt~ >''.S fr~ x WI the can tul 2 -, S.

~ or. nt.r" r-xt :/7,th ol the Mg. Qn s: hell.
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flailisticwiies enrines work only on the unit of the- trajectory

o ~(yowaer ed hs.

F or an increa:se in the fly ing range of Lileir rockcis/missilcs

Ct! y r ake vith nultistage ones.

Loch vten/stane hi.s ics fuoi/rpropollait and enyin'. On the

n7or th.e e::ren'Vtore of the fuel/prcp~llant of stcpttae are

;;md} bat f rm the bailrcetrizauadL ensine ci

2 &terI&:: rt cp/~r~eej'uCts riazh1Ct/issil. tc' the tarzet.

C On); the 'md- inuiles for operational provisions o: aifferent

(ztarting ani suntrixcr enjincz) , 3re auxiliary sourcon: mcchanicAl,

0 * CCLrc~(:I~n 2.21 r'r e 1 oct rochle'iical.

~r t2 :uhorc>2 2.rqy su ..nu worki ng Totijn/pcpc In K~. .

tI. cnnrruc; ql c;C1 hir, nitrcgcni) a: any cic'%ica. substace, vhich~

ust~n for uoining Whe gas, which rotates turbine. in

.7 > LU ~uStho Moutt uA gvs tWrNW As LUarMtIdwith

..... .... ... ic* .. u. o:. .2 tic t' n~he;icarl cray'' ;w~.t; ai ..

1 -o j0 e i an/=:wxu) a: c' r i Ixvr-z c &

6wor n to!C
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E,ch cla~s of t..e ouided missiles has its launchrs which must

provide the launching of rcclets so that they reliably would stri ke

into the sphere of ;flunce of gu

Launchers are used with the constant and variable &ngle of

elevation. installati:ns with the variable angle of elevation can be

thoce laying in the h rizont , plane or nonguiding.

For tha long r.;e blli.tic missiles are applied the launchers

(]au .chiinc TAntfor ,T_) with the constant analt! of elevatio;) of c3 0

4( Tho la'jnci or of ,he short-range iziiles and medinm ratnge

usuail/ ha ,e thc: vor'.1c, anole of elevation, depending on firing

distce.

For t fe fir'nq :,. the :.mvino target: f tapplied launchers with

the v.,H , bje anr .: 'rvatn c-vr ., shi ch :,,t l;id in th, hori.cr Yt,...

planl. Thi,,: i ':.iHit,,lC oE fcz:uzinq/irK . -"ion of thco, -

nzt ,ior% ir ca-Iul.atcd !,y the oe'put'.: ef th' .ystem of

r. ,,vi c':< mo. ..'ing on t ,. basis c F ... data ahout the

t.; o; iJ, .i. :,ove; ..' of t;.r. t.
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For the zibovcu-crourid liau:.chers there are urilimite.d possibilities

U in the crection of durable and convenient constructions/designs.

S 'owev(!r, 2hip install>ation; must zi.atisfy the specific ship

condition:-: provide_ 1,unr- ci-ortunity In r~otion a~nd on the tossirg,

have a m~rifumfl weight and overall ;zs

Especially complicated for- the 2 tartinIq/1aunching of the quided

iaiL ;iles are launcher5 on the submiarines and on~ the eircraft.

On tht? sublmor-incz the ,;tartina/lauriching of the guid-ad misiles

c-,n be ConICL.t(;' both in the surface and in the underwater

Dur'r.9 thie otartinei/lakinching in the surface position1/situ-tioi

th~ro t:':i~iezare ~cc''otdin the Sp?Ci3l conLaInerz,

rrai/k~. 5 cdor. he 'jul"L of thc: f:ub:-iarintm from bchind. ofl

roc.7/hOuse or b ooe it (Figj. 25).

During the tzti3/an .n in thaunt~~ae

~;Z.~t~~i/: t..r ianthe la~unchers zjrt arr::vf-,:_d/located in tha center

n:., tcn of tYjo boat in t: eo'~ic rXitzi~zni wherc can be located

10 c~uied im]r more (Tig. 2B).

Lcuncrlc-_z an t~c' I rcraft differ flrcn r aqo.n nd ship

IA
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installations, first of all, in terms of the absence of the

mechanisms of guidance. The necezsarv line of fire is assigned by the

rotation of aircraft.

Airborne launchers usually are arranged/located under the wings

or the fuseli;ge of aircraft and have a length of guides, several

times le;s than surface/ground installat ions.

Work for creation and improvcment of the guided missiles at

present iF conducted in many epitalist countries. The greatest

spread/,ccpe they aicquired in the USA, England and France. Let us

examine dcsignation/purpose, construction and activity of the most

characteristic cuidc. missiles, developed and develcped/processed in

t hee countries.

" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 'Ii:: . ae -;rac.muils( p-to-sh;Iip") .

Lopenrclimr on the fulfrilled proble' the Iurface-to-,'urfacel

n....le .are divid-., into thru'e g:':,-.:: tactical, ceeratioial and

strateq.
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C The tactical rmissiles include the rockets/missiles with the

tiringq distance to 150 rmf. They pn-rforrn on the field of battle

directly in thl-e cn,--tbat fonrations of the. troops/ frorces-.

The rokt/~is~sof opc:ational des.gnation/nujrpoce are

ur;.iizcd in th~e intc:rcsts cof larce/coarse troop formations at the

Tiezrthcmsie rluetercesmsie with the:
of a~ot~n 1000f [i, including int -rcontiritnt1.

have i~,? i-st)'. L,41,2 -innrA missies1~ tnAx ballP'.tic

Winoce ri.iles heve ivone of the autoncoous control sses

S'j~tiz'sin the irfitial nuector is utilized ba:.ride-r quidance

r''tsof radar or -urn yston7; in the sector of approach -

6 :n-:rtxa±or oKrzvotialFvst'ra. in the Cine l tr.ajectory us-ually

is t iiz~ aciveor passive hon--ing.
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O] Ballistic missiles in the powered flight trajectory ore

controlled/guided one of the forms of preset control. In the final

phase of flight of rockets/missilcs in the principle can he used the

homing.

Guided winged short-range missiles. The most typical. guidcd

short-ran-.e vii.;siles are antitank missiles.

In the U72A for dealing with t';e tanks is developcd the cuided

n..ssile "irt" (Fig. 21). focket/rnissile has cruciform

aranocd/located winjs and rudders. is controlled/guided

* ro,~c~t/amissi&v on thc vircZ/cables on the basis of data, obtained

during the ob.-ervadion of it into the optical sight.

Rar~ze of rocht/i:;..ile - to 4.6 kin, the engine of .... -r.

In the nore section of rocket in placnd the chnrgn of cululative

eff. c., ii tl, tail - tracers for t1:. best observation cf itS flight.

loc,t/L:i.le i-, launched frc-n the intallation, inrstlled on

* t I L, -tO v -

0@
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In franciur, for dealing with the tanks 's created the quidedI
missile "Nord-520" (Fig. 22). Rocket/missile has the short

cylindr-icil body with the pointed-noze section and the larve

cruciform arranced/located wings in the tail section.

P'ae 43.

it is controlled/guided on two wires/c-' .s, wound around the coils

which are arranged/located in the missiie body. Flight speed of

rockt, i.:i - zout 05 r/s.

In the nose section of the rochet/missile is located the charge

of c-aulntive effect, capable of opening armor in thickness to 400

. oce/... 'le is launched from, the installation, irnstalled on

the motor vehicle or arranged/located on the eLrth/ground.

I ?., k.t/,,, ilc is acceated fur the irmiment not only in France, but

- 2o in n.r, U.SA, Italy.', Inr.e2 Lni 2,tern e.ny. D)uring the

aaArc:;;ie',n in F'7pt the lsraeli tro:ps/forcez employed these

rockets/missilps against the Egyptian tanks.

Te- v ,ricty of roc Net,/:i,-sile -ozd-520Cr' i% the more advanced

rocet/,:i%%ie :Toal-210 -11c al-o iS laurct;d iro;a th'e launcher,

I

I)
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in-talled oi; crie maotor v-ohiclce.

"Nord-5210" - ~~iro~rockct/rmissile, it it is possible to

ut~lize arid as that -a ded olf ir-to-surface~niissile and

The quiccd :;hcrt-r~mo2 viissiles include Am~erican rocket/irmsile

"Lzcrorzse" (rig. 23), inten3.ed for th, tactica] fire s~upport of

greund forcc-,l and ma~rines.

16
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F 'j~ 2 1 Arntita~. u i miss-ile "M~rt" on the instal11at io- for thg!

wn tar, ng/auch nU on the nc'tor vehicle.f

Into tho :v-rtcmi "Lac-osse* entoi- rockt/missile itse~lf,

'.~ cifor the : tartingnltc.1).ed oil th~l notor

n4th.e hic ("f;

~ 1~cc/ i~p scj~m.~tinto the pir i(!int t'Ircjats.

* R~fl22 c-1ck~,ra;~i to 30 fl'.lr fligrbt speed 360 M.lz.

At pr-.:!;-it in the c~i~.b coutrios is pa.id cc.nsi.Trz'-e

att ,riticn to the creatior of the quided short-range rnissil1:.

In F:i: fz,.rc c~c-vQ Oc'.- c several -udct-dh~rr~<
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n:i-yiles which are intended for the dz,:,. ce/defeat of Surface/ground

end waterborne targets at a distance to 250 km.

Guided winged missiles of the r, .diiuai ronge. One cf thb fir!.t

quided mediur.-rcinge mis.'iles of activity in the USA rvas wingad

rissile "Niatador" (Fig. 24), by whom are now armed many units an4

-ubunits of the guided missiles, which are bses in Europe and in the

Far "last.

War:qed :.:izsil is carried out on th- ai'craft conrfiguraticn. 11he

lcngth of shall is 11.9 m, the dizcmeter of the b:ody 1.37 m, the span

of winr- 7.9 n.

St

0
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Launching weight of shell - about 6600 kg, is laid shell on the

predetermined course with the aid of the installed on it electronic

device, which accepts steering commands.

On the submarine the shells with the folded wings are

accommodated in the cylindrical sealed/pressurized hangar behind the

room/house (Fig. 25).

4 According to the cornunicaion/report for the foreign press, for

* the surfacing of boat, the starting/launching of shell and

submerging/dive of boat are required about 5 min.

I' !

.4

* I; LI
•J , I

rI'
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Fig. 24. Guided winged missile "Matador" on the tobile launcher.

iI
" Page 47.

Guided winged missiles of long-ranige. At present in the USA are

dcveloped several typeA of winged missiles rnd lo.q range ballistic

missiles which coni ist as arrs of army, navy and Air rorce. The

vinged ikisiiles of long-range include *Regulus I1', Snaztk and

* "Navaho', moreover "Snark" and 'Navaho* are intercontinental shells.

Wingedl missile 'Regulus 1I1 is the modification of shell

'Regulus I", but has the considerably qreater flying range - to l:00

km - and velocity to 515 m/s.

' I
*,

6 ... .
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Shell is launched with the aid of tvo booster engines and is

* contrelled/guided by radio commands.

The vinged missile *Snark* (Fig. 26) has the march turbojet

engine, which ensures cruising speed, close to the speed of sound.

missile operational range - to 8000 kmn, ceiling - somewhat more than

18300 m.1

4 The length of shell is 22.5 m, the span of wings 14.6 m.

In the forward fuselage section they are accoacicdated. the charge

* which can be ordinary, atomic or thermonuclear, and the station of

the creation of electronic jainmings of eneiqy.

In the middle part of the fuselage are located tanks with the

fuel/propelan~t bc,-th the equipmvent for the systarn for the control and

the guidance.j

0

b°°
*o o

S .:

Sj
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Fig. 25. Conclusion/d'erivation of the guided winged missile "Regulus

* I from the hangar of the submarine.

Page 48.

Is launched shell with the aid of two booster engines and is

'aid with the aid of the astrnavigationai and inertial control

syste:zs winged missile "Navaho" it can bear nuclear charge it

possesres the range of cpprcximately 8000 km. Ceiling 30000 m, flight

speed - somewhat more than 1000 m/s.

* Is controlled/guided shell by astronavigational system.

As the rost terrible weaponry of our time are considered the

6 ballistic missiles, which have enormous velocities, distances and

flight altitudes. Equipped with nuclear charges, they can apply to

-neny surprise strike/r.bock at any distance from the place of start.

* . *- .C- --xC .
. . .. . . C . . . . . . . ° . . S. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . C
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*Foreign military specialists assert that vith the use of ballistic

missiles the defense of any country becomes improbably difficult

task.

The USA began to conduct works on the creation of the ballistic

missiles of different range since 1916. Within this time were created

several types of roc]hets/missiles.

Like winged missiles, ballistic missiles are subdivided into the

rockets/missiles of near, average/mean and long-range.
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Fig. 26. Starting/launcing of the guided winged missile *Snack".

Page 49.1

Ballistic short-range missiles. The most widely used short-range j
missile in the USA is rocket/missile "Corporal'~ with the range to 120

km (Fig. 27).

Rockets/missiles is long cylinder with the cone-shaped nose

section, where they are accomodated charge - ordinary or nuclear.

After the vtrhead is arranged/located the equipment bay for guidanceb.

The flight control of shell "Corporal" in the initial trajectoryI

.... ~ +.,.. . -..--...-..".:-."......

6+•:+.+. ,.+. +
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* ,phase is realized with the aid of the gu'de of thm radio beam of

* radar of the control. After engine cutoff the shell moves over the

ballistic trajectory on the inertia.

Rocket/missile has the powerful/thick liquid-propellant engine,

i:hich vorks on Lhe bipropellant.

I
4 The !light speed of rocket/missile several times exceeds the

s~eed ot sound.

Meteorological conditions do not affect the use/application of a

rocket/missile.
I

1

. I

- * . o . . . , --.... . . . . - . . * .. .....
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* Key: (1). dfSergeanto. (la). "Corporal". (2). Redstonem. (3).I

'Jptr '4."h. (5). "Atas*

Page 50.

* Into system 'Corporal" enter% rocket/missile itself, moblie

launcher and radar equipment for the remote control by

rocket/missile.

Il

Launcher coniists of self-propelled trolley/cart with the

consrution). o t ttas o
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platform.. Trolley/cart is equipped by bulldozer for the

I

alignment/levelling of soil under the starting platform.

The rocket/missile, fastened to the carrier beam of

trcleyv/cart, is established/installed on the starting platiorm in

Zhe vertical position with the aid of hydraulic jacks. For the

prelaunch examination/inspection and the missile preparation for the

* latinching/starting is a special motor vehicle with the long hinged

arrcw/boom which concludes with small area/site for

positioning/arranging the service personnel. Area/site can be raised

co any height/altitude of missile body.

There are the modification of rocket/missile "Corporal' -

"Corporal Z" and "Corporal FO, the characterized by mainly the larger

range (to 240 kin).

The units, armed by rackets/misziles *Corporal", are brought to

the battalions each of which copsists of four batteries:
n.dministrative-headquarters, by technical, the batteries of the

starting/launching of the rockets/missiles and control by them.

Battalion has 10 launchers.

On the base of rocket/missile "Corporal" in the USA is created

the short-range missile "Sergeant" (Fig. 27), that possesses greater

L

2
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accuracy and smaller sizes/dimensions.

Ballistic medium-ringe missiles. To this group of ballistic

missiles can be attributed American rockez/missile *Redstone" (Fig.

27), intended for maintaining ground forces while conducting of

offensive and defenrsve operations.

Range of rocket/missile - to 320 km. j

Rocket/minsile has the long cylindrical body from the aluminum

alloy with the liquid propellant rocke; engine, which works on

alcohol and liquid oxygen.

The characteristic feature of rocket/missile "Redstone" lies in

tha fact th-It it-; conical nose section in which is accomrodatc-d

ordinary or nuclear charge, can be separated/liberated.

After separation from the missile body nose section is guided to

the tarciet with thz &id of Lhs Wmall governors.

Rocket control is autonomous, with the use of an inertial

sy-stem.

.

Page 51.

I
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Organizational unit is the battalion, which consists of two

batteries. Each battery has on one construction for the launching of

rocKets.

Long range ballistic missiles. These rockets/missiles are

intended for the accomplishment of strategic objectives for the

purpose of the damage/defeat of the deep rears of enemy by nuclear

charges.

In the USA at present is conducted extensive work on the j
creation of long range ballistic missiles for the army, the navy and

the Air Force.

As the most known long-range missiles are considered "Atlas',

*Jupiter', OThor", "Polaris" and "Titan" in this case the "Atlas"

and "Titan" reiate to the intercontinental rockets/missiles,

Ballistic two-stage missile "Atlas" (Fig. 27) is developed to

order of Air Force. It is the cylindrical body with the extended

conical nose section, where is accommodated atomic or thermonuclear

charge in weight about 1360 kg.

4t

. . . .

. . . .

* .* . * . * .
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In the tail section of the rocket/missile on the gimbal

suspensionz are secured three liquid propellant rocket engines, that

use for the rocket control by changing the direction/axis of the axes

of engine relative to axis of rocket. These defle:tions of engines

are developed by the radar control system.

Two engines (first stage) are arranged/located on each side of

missile body. the third engine (second step/.itage) - along the axis

of rocket/missile. As the fuel is utilized special composition, as

oxidizer serves liquid oxygen. During the starting/launching work all

three engines, after 180 s the work of first-stage engines ceases and

they are separated/liberated from the rocket/missile.

The length of rocket/missile is 26.4 m, the diameter of the body

3.05 m, launinq weight of 115-118 t. Range of rocket/missile - to

10190 kri, the ..:xu'm speed of flight 7100 ./s (27750 km/h).

Bal.LIstic missile "Titan" 's also two-stage. First stage iz the

cylinder in which are located the tanks with special liquid

combustible dnd liquid oxygen. In the second step/staoe, which has

smaller diameter, are accommodated fuel tanks and liquid oxygen,

charge (ordinary or nuclear) botn the system of control and guid3nce.

0L

L .. .. ..... .. . .. .-

0,
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Page 52.

Second-stage engine begins to work after the squad of first

stage. Engines of both steps/stages are inst3lled in the gimbal

suspensions, which makes it possible to control/guide rocket flight

with the aid of the gas jet.

6 1
Is controlled/guided rocket/missile by inertial system.

The length of rocket/missile is 27.6 m, the diameter of the body

of first stage 3.05 m, the second - 2.44 m, launching weight of 93-99

4' i t. Estimated range of rocket/missile - to 10,190 km, the maximum

flight velocity of 7100 m/s (25750 km/h).

Ballistic missile 'Jupiter" (Fig. 27) is developo.d to ordnr of

* the army of the USA on the base of rocket/missile 'Redstone". They

assu'ie that the units, arme by rocket/issile *Jupiter', possess the

..* m~obility, which makes it possible for them to be moved together with -

the field army.

Rocket/missile IJ-piter" - single-stage with the liquid

I-A
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t . propellant rocket ngine, attached in the gimbal suspension.

The nose section of the rocket/missile is conical, which is

separated/liberated aefore the entry in the atmosphere in the

descending trajecto:y phase.

In order to evoid the combustion of nose section, it they .

* . cover/coat with several layers of tharmoresistant plastic, which

partialiy burns from the friction against air.

The system of rocket control is inertial.

Range of rocket/missile - to 2780 km, flight speed 3500 ir/s

(16100 km/h), the maximum altitude of trajectory - about 6C0 kzn.

For the N;avy in the USA on the base of rocket/missile "Jupiter,

is developed two-stage rocket/missile "Polaris".
01

On the rocket,-issile is utilized the engie, which works on the

solid propellant. Combustion products escpe, from the special

high-pressure receiver through four turned jets which provide to

rocket/missile rotary motion. Therefore rises its stability in

flight.

0(

0
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Vie use/application of a solid propellant not only simplifies

inversion with the rockets/missiles on the submarines, but also it

maKes it possible to decrease the sizes/dimensions of rocket/missile.

In the nose section of the rocket/missile can be

arranged/located ordinary or atomic charge whose weight is more than

450 kg.

The systtm of rocket control is inertial.

The length of rocket/missile is 8.5 m, the diameter of 1.37 m,

U laenching weight of 12.7 t, the range 2400 km, flight speed 3450 M/s.

Page E3.

Rockets/missiles can be launched both from the submarines, which

are located in the underwater position/situation, and from the

surface :hi-s and from coast installations.

The carriers of ballistic missiles "Polaris" are the nuclear

powered submarines of the type "George of Washington" (Fig. 28).

Launchers on this boat are carried out in the form of the

-ctationary stand pipes, placed in the rocket compartment of boat in



*
I 
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two series/rows, along eight pipes/tubes in each. Pipes/tubes have an

airconditioniag system for maintaining the necessary temperature of

solid propellant. For this purpose in the walls of pipes/tubes are

made the channels, through which is pumped through hot or cold water.

From above the pipe/tube they are closed by durable hinged/reversible

watertight covers. Rockets/missiles within the pipes/tubes with the

aid of the numerous cables are constantly, up to the moment/torque of

starting/launching, connected to the monitoring instruments and the

instruiments of prelaunch servicing procedure.

For the launching of rocket it is necessary to calculate the

path of its flight. This task fulfills control station of firing.

Ship inertial navigation system constantly transmits into the

special geo-b~llistic computer the data about the place of boat.

Ccmputer calculates the position/situation of the boat of the

relatively previously chosen ground target.

0

.0
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to 1IM1 111 fll- .

Fig. 28. American nuclear powered submarine 'George of Washington* -

the carrier of ballistic missiles "Polaris': 1 - forward torpedo

* compartment; 2 - crew quarters and central station; 3 - control

station of rocket firing; 4 - rocket compartment with the st4rting

devices of rockets/missiles *Polaris"; 5 - reactor compartment; 6 and

7 - engine compartments.

Page 54.

The data about position/situation and course of boat, speed of its

running, pitch angles and the like enter the coriputer which issues to

the autonomous inertial system of rocket control trajectory elements,

* passing throu.gh the target.

.Rocket/missile is launched at the previously designed point o:

ocean theater during the movement oZ the submarine with the specific

course and the velocity at the depth of 25-30 m.

* .-.-,- .-- . .---.-..-.-. ~.
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Eefore the starting/launching are equalized the pressure in the

starting pipe/tube and outboard pressure. Then is opened/disclosed

the durable cover :ap of pipe/tube, from this point on,

rocket/missile from bauds will separate/liberate only thin diaphragm

from the special plastized resins. During the starting/launching the

rocket/missile, ejected of the pipe/tube by inert gas, will break

through diaphragm and will move out into the water.

So that the gas would not burst open between the walls of

pipe/tube and the rocket/missile, on the rocket/missile there is an

obturator/shutter, while nozzle holes are closed with

* general/comm-on/total wooden cover/cap. On the output/yield of

rocket/missile from the pipe/tube this cover/cap is dropped.

After the rocket/missile will move out to the surface and on the I

inertia will reach the altitude to 25 m, is included first-stage'

engine. The engine firing time is regulated by the mechanism of time

* and by the middle line.

- . Using the co:r.munication/report to the foreign press, the

possibility of this starting/launching of the rocket/mlssile

"Polaris' already repeatedly was inspected/checked in the mock-ups

and allegedly were obtained satisfactory results.

0 % " " " "

0 . • . • ' °•.. . • .., - , ' ," , .
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At present to the creation of the rockets/missiles, launched

from the sea depths, is paid considerable attention. To these targets

in the USA are released enormous budgetary appropriations.

By assignment of Air Force in the USA is developed ballistic

missile "Thor". Iocket/missile has a body of the cylindrical form

where are arranged/located tanks with kerosene and liquid oxygen,

equipment for the control and engine.

Engine is installed on the gimbal suspension, which provides

rocket control.

The system of rocket control is inertial.

The head cone of the rocket/missile in which is accommodated

ordinary or nuclear charge in weight to 630 kg, has counterradar

coating, which considerably impedes operation of search system.

I
ThL% length of rocket/miszile is 19.8 m, the greatent dihmnter of

2.4 m, laurching weight of 49.9 t.

Range of rocket/missile 2780 kn, flight zpeed 3500 M/s (1610

km/h), the maximvrn altitude of trajectory - abo-it 600 km.

I
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,uided"ground-to-air-"missiles ("ship - air).

The guided missiles of this class began widely to be

developed/proces:.ed after the Second World War, which was caused by

the need of conducting the atruggle with the carriers Ot nuclear

* wiaponry, capable of causing colossal decomposition.

Spcizl antinircraft shells were projected/designed in many

countries already in the period of the Second World War. First these

wcre the unguided rockets/missiles which could only rapidly report to

the target large charges and with the aid of the radar fuses explode

them in immitdiate proxImity of it. Then appeared the surface-to-air

ir:chnically contrnllcL mir:sile., which bacan to call the AA guided

rissiles ([)

AA guided misiles enter into the ro-ctl-ed anti-aircraft

cunplexes of the rn,,:kct weapon which, besides the rock ets/'aissiles,

connect the control systexz, necessary for the flight control of

rockets/missi3es, launchers and different infrared equipment.

AA ntiided missiles are the shells cf cigar-sh..,pt4 form with good

acrcy nanic properties, which makes it possible for them to develop

S

.-..,..........-......:
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high flight velocities.

The dic"ke . equipment for homing provides a precise guidance of

rocket/misile to the target, and proximity fuses provide the

automatic explosion/burst of charge during the approach of

rocket/missile to the target.

AA guided missiles are launched both from the above-ground

la;,nchcer; and from the ship ones. Ihe launchers have guides, on which

during the start it m.oves shell in the assigned direction/axis,

construction of leed and loading, mechanisms of guidance in the

horizontal and vertical planes.

Systcm of the control of MIR combined: remote control with the

i homing.
Cho !ngy, in cany capitallst counitries ceveral specimens

each of ... -airc:aft iucdi na.]e has ceeri zeveloped wh'h are
-.. ~~capjjbl.e of -r"no "; . .. .. i.. n" g" ". .. '

In the USA for the arwrent of air deicnse units is accepted the

rocket/i:i-sile 'Mie-Ajax' (Fig. 29) with the range tco 40 km and the

ceilingy 18 kin. Flight speed of rocket/missile 850 m/s.

Page 56.

The ovcrall length of rocket/missile toyether vith the booster

10.4 m, the maximum/overall diareter of 0.3 m.

*

[': " . . L ':-".., I. " .. " .ii
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Is controlled/guided rocket/missile by radio commands.

Organizationally the "Nike-Ajax" are brought to the battalions

each of which has 16 launchers.

The variety of this rocket/missile is the rocket/missile "Nike-, I
4 Hercules' which according to the sizes/dimensions is larger/coar2rs

than the 'Nike-Ajax".

Rocket/missile possesses larger firing distance (to 130 km),

velocity (1127 m/s) and flight altitude (to 30 km) and is capable of

bearing the atomic charge which, in the opinion of the American

specialists, makes it possible to deliver strikes/shocks in aircraft

fleet in air.

Rockets/missiles "Nike Hercules' are launcheA from the special

launching sites.

For the Navy of the USA are created several types of AA guided

missiles. According to the communication/report to the foreign press,

most successful of them are the "Terrier" and "Talos" (Figs. 30 and

31).

. . .. . . . . ... - . .. • .• • .. . .: i - :/ -. i. : . , •.i:
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-. With these rockets/mi.ssiles are armed aircraft :arriers,
cruiser, the destroyers and special antiaircraft ships iittended for

the protection of a convoy of ships on the sea passage.

*

nJ

*11
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Fig. 2.9. AA guid-d r,.issiies "Mike-Ajax* on the launchers.

Page 57.

Slant range of rocket/mssile "'errier 1" 25-30 km, coiling -

'Iout 16 kin, flight Spert-I 680 m/s. j

Scxcet/!niz:si'Ie rlalos' has the -!ant xt.ngic of more than .00 k'v, I
ceiling 21-25 1.,, flight -pved 850 mz/s. I

i, cr-i ,oar atcmic cha-(I. an is ucilized not only for the J
2:/.c:/def .t of the aerial targ2ts, but also for the application of I

'tr ikes,!zhock3 on the ground and large/coarse surface targets.

T
There at,, x,-odificaZi,,ns of the r-ckets/i~nisilos indlicated: I

I
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"Terrier II", "Talos-W" and "Talos-L", which possess larger flying

range.These roc),ets/missiles 
are guided to the target on the ray/beam

of radar with the use in the final strge of the flight of semi-active

homing device. This control system makes it possible to launch rocOet

singly and by groups in rate/teutpo two rocket/missile per minute with

one guide.

fRocket/mis.ile "Terrier" is launched from the special

installations, which are the low cylindrical stones, fastened to the

r deck. From above the stone is established/installed the step bearing

on which is located the head turned on 3600 with the pins/journals

• ". ' protruding from two sides. To the pins/journals are faste ned the

guides fEcr the launch~nq of rockets.

In the stone and the head are accommodated the drives and

rotating mechan;zrus of head and guides. By the rcotation of head is

condicted the laying for direction of guides, while by the rotation

of guiJrcs on the pinz/journals - laying for elevation. Maxinum angle

of elevation of guides of 90* .

. . . . . . . . . .-. . . ..
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1%; 30. Cruiser "Boston' with the launchers for the

starting/launching ZUR *Terrier*.

Key: (1). RPS of guidance of ZUR. (2). Installations for

start inq/launchino LUlR.

Pege 58.

Aboard the shin tne AA cuiAed missiles a:e stored in the

cellars, whence the' are supplied to the launchers with special
[ , const r!ct ionz.

To order of Air Force in the USA is dnveloped the rocket/mniisile

'Domarc, rade on the aircraft configuration (Fig. 32).
4

Rocket/missile hai two direct-flow/ramjet VRD, arrarged/lecated

[

[

[

r-.. "% . ,. . - - .,
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under the wings and which ensure the range to 460 km. The flight

speed of rocket/missile 860 m/s, ceiling - pie more than 20 km. The

length of rocket/missile is 20 m, the Spzfn of wings 6 m, total

launching weight of 6860 kg.

In the forward fuselage are accommodated ordinary or atomic

charge and remote-control devices and homing, which is realized by an ,

I active radar head.

Rocket/missile is launched vertically with the aid of the

starting solid propellant engine.

" I
a 4

II

II

I
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Fig. 31. AA guided missile =Tales" on the sea-goiag launcher.

r a 9e 5",9.

in view of the presence in the rocket/nissile of constructions

• for boardirg it can be applied as the pilotless fighter-interceptor

of repeated use.

0 Together with the works on an increase in the combat

attainability kA guided missiles on the height/altitude abroad they

are conduct:ed the work on the creation of the surface-to-air

* _.

0 ' ~
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missiles, low-flyini for dealing with the low-flying air attack

weapons.

Thus, in the USA to order of army is created AA guided missile

'Hawk" (Fig. 33). It is characterized by simplicity of construction

and small sizes/dimensions. Rocket/missile has an engine, which works

on the solid propellant and which ensures the range to 35 km, flight

speed 680 r/s, ceiling to 18 km. In view of short range the

rocket/missile has only a homing system.

* Length of rocket/missile - about 5 m, greatest diameter of 0.36

M.

Installation for the launching of such rockets is installed on

the caterpillar tractor. j

In Enalard for the armament of ships entered the snall/miaiature

*AA guidcd missile "Sea Cat* (Fig. 34), intended for the damagv/defeat

of the aerial targets, which fly at the heights/altitudes to 6 km.of te &elal hic

0i

l I
•0"

S .
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?ig. 32. Surfice-to-air winged missile 'Bomarcl.

Page 60.

Rocket/ri.ssile has the march and booster engines, which work on

Tho ].?rLth of rocket/missile 1.47 m, the span of wings 0.63 .,

roc.kt/:;ici3r arc g'jidcd to the target with the aid of the steering

On the launcher are acconaodated four rockets/missiles *Sea

Cat'; ho-tever, to launch and to lay them at the target is possible

on)y alt ,rnately.

- I

_ I , •.-
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rig. 33. Fig. 34.

Fig. 33. Smll/miniature AA guided missile "Hak" or. triplex mobile

unit, installed on tracked personnel carrier.

Fig. 34. Small/miniature AA guided missile "See Cat" on quadrupled

starting/launching ship installation.

Page 61.

Furthermore, the low service range of aiming/sighting these

rockets/missiles permits implemention of on the contemporary 1
high-speed aircraft not nore than two launchings/startings, which

considerably limits the possibility of their use.
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The AA guided missiles examined by us are created in essence for

dealing with the manned air attack weapons, which have subsonic or

somewhat higher flight velocities.

For dealing with. the intercontinental ballistic missiles and the

winqed wissiles, which possess long range, by velocities and by

flight altitudes, are required new technical eqvipment.4I
As the basic means of the annihilation of ballistic missiles in

the USA it is proposed to apply the special multistage guided I
missiles - antimissile missile (antimissile missile) with the h:Lgh

tactical flight characteristics: by velocity, distance and by

operational altitude.

From the counications/reports to the foreign preas it is

evident that the provision of distance of the powered flight of

antimissile missile only in 137 km it is necessary that its

latter/last step/stage would weigh 45 kg, and jet engine developed

thrust during GO s. In this case the construction/design of

. antimissile missile must raintain/vithstand hundredfold g-force with

the radius oi turn 38 km and velocity of turn 9.2 deg/s.

In antimisile missile they plan to apply atomic chorg. with

the TNT eqniivalent 20 kt. This charge, in the opinion of the foreign
4

* ~ * - *. - - ~u** .. - . . ..... . -J
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specialists, will be capable is capable to strike rocket/missile by

shock wave, if antimissile missile is torn 300 m of it. Thermonuclear

charge of 20 Mt will be able to annihilate ballistic missile in the

radius of 3 km, but due to the limiLed size/dimension and the veight

of the latter/last step/stage of antimissile missile the

use/application of these charges is highly improbable.

To a ni.mber of developed/processed in the USA antimissile

missiles r~late 'Hike-Zeus" and "Wizard'.

Antimissile missile "Nike-Zeus" (Fig. 35) is further improvement

of ZUR ONike Hercules". Antimissile missile has the rocket engine,

which works on the solid propellant (there are versions, also, with

ZhRD [liquid pro;pellant rocket engine]), which ensures the range to

320 km, flitht speed is mor3 than 2300 m/s, ceiling is more than 30

km.

E

I
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Page 62.

II It can have ordinary or atomic charge. The guidance system of

antimis5ile missile cowrand; is intended to apply infrared homer,

since thu ballistic missiles, which virtually fly beyond the limits

of the ltmosphpre, are contrast thermal target against the

surrountfing backoround.

Is launched anti-missile missile from the special statiorary

stairting devices.

Antimissile maissile "Wizard' is single-stage rocket with the

engine, which works on the solid propellant. flying range - about

1600 km, flight speed 6700 m/s.

On the antimissile r izsile is assumed the use/application of a

booster that allegecdly it will maka possible to intercept long range

* ballistic missiles at the heights/altitudes of 400-800 km.

Antimissile missile "Wizard', apparently, will be equipped with

insrta'L guidanco system and with infrared head for the homing in tb-f

4%

4. .
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tinite segment.

Guided air-to-surface'dissiles ("air-to-ship").

The guided missiles of this class relate to aircraft

rockets/missilrc.

The air-to-surfactgmissiles for the first time appeared during

Lhe yearn cf the Second World War.

I "I

0i
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*I the. 35.,1 ntis e of txe S~ieonds Wol n the aunchhr.

attempted to create the guidrd aricraift. missiles. In such

rockets/missiles they were placed by electro- and radio equipment

* with the aid of which the pilot of carrier aircraft controlled/guided

the flight paith of rocket/missile after its starting/launching, and

the tracers, which facilitate observa.on of rocket flight.

!n the UISA at present developed several typnes of~air-to-surface'

iniles.I
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For the activities at the long range there is a powder rocket

"Bullpup" (Fig. 36), which copes by radio coimands with carrier

aircraft. The length of rocket/missile is 3.35 m, the diameter of 0.3

Em, the range - to 5 km, flight speed 617 m/s.

The variety of this rocket/missile is considered the

rocket/missile "Bulldog", which twice exceeds 'Bullpup* to the

distance and has greater flight speed. The rockets/missiles of this

class include the rocket/missile "Rascal' intended for the

damage/defeat of the ground targets.

Rocket/mihsile is launched from the aircraft at the

height/altitude of approximately 15000 m and at a distance of 160 km

*from the target. Further with the aid of its engine it heaves to

greater height/altitude (here the control autonomous) and already

from this height/altitude dive to the target (remote control) in

speed about 900 m/s.

In the tail section of the rocket/taissile is placed

three-chainber ZhRD (combustible - kerosene, oxidizer - nitric acid),

in the nose section - equipment for the control and the warhead with

the ordinary or atonmic charge.

Total weight of rocket/missile 5600 kg.
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e Fig. 36. Guided i:isile "Bullpup".

Pagb 64.

for 'ite Navy in the USh is developed the guided ingd missile

*Pitrel" (Fig. 37), intendcd for the annihilation of the submerced

..It can b r. .l o for thi ar,,/dtfeat of surface

.,hip:;.

Shell is the cor.7bination of winged missile and homing

anti r,,rine toa= i.d

Flying range of shell in air - about 36 km (rpmote control fronm

the carrier).. 1
ith the entry int, th. wat r the torpAeo is scp ,-,rstcd/libe-Cat-d

front the wined missile and certnin unit of tlie route/path to the

target it goes under water, being controlled/guided by homing system.

Weight of shcll 1720 kg, f]ight spoe, 140 m/s.
*e g t o h ~

• 4
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Guided'air-to-air'missiles.

The rockets/missiles of this class relate to the air short-range

missiles and are intended for dealing with the attackirg aviation.

Their development was begun at the end of the Second World War.

The guidcdlair-t--air missile is the air torpedo, guided to thu

target from the carrier aircraft. In view of the low range (to 1'j kin)

the majority of conte,Tporary'air-to-dir'missiles have only o'ie systceim

of control - homing.

In 1950-152 fur the Air Force in the USA was developed and

testcd th rocket/missile "rirebird" (rig. 38)which was irtended for

firing at the in1 "trcete aircraft or FR.

Rocket/missile is accoremcdated unzler the wings of aircraft. In

its nose section are located the charge and radar fuse.

*A

I

I
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Fig. 37. Guided rAissile "Pte"
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~' ''~.''e

r ig. 36 Fig. 39.

Fig. 38. Gt-dod risrile *Firebird".

ficht2rairplano.

ir h ci~iz froktfight ir guided to the target of rad0

fr-.: thec rzrrie.- aircraft, arid then by homing system.

L
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The engine of rocket/mi.ssile works on the solid propeliint.

I Distance of its flight - to 3.6 kmn, the v.alocity of 740 w/s.

The length of rocket/missile is 2.3 m. the diameter of 0.1.5 mn,

A launchingj weight of 270 kg.

M.ore advanced is the rocket/,-issile "Sparrow I' (Fig. 39), that

has solid propellant engine, range 8 km and flight speed 960 m/s.

I

or. tLc rocket/miissile is umed the beara rider guidanice systecn of

airbornp ratar with the rrurch/pass~ga for the scmi-activ'o homing in

I the fircil npproacli phase of rocket/missile with the target.

The length of rocket/missile is 3.on, the diameter of 0.l n,

1Inching v'eight of 134 kg.

There are modifications of this rochet/missile - "Sparrow IY"

and Sparrcw III", that posess greater distance, velocity an

I

aczurzacy of f35nht.

The rockets//issiles of this class include also the

Mrocket/misile "Facn" (Fig. 40). It ha s the mall sizs/diensh. ns

(1encth of 1.8 m) and a weig1ht (50 kg), an engine, whirch. works on the'

solid propllant, tehe range to 3 k and th velocity of 10 0/.

Ii

I!
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*With rocket/missile "Falcon" are armed aircraft-intercep'ors of

different types.

Before the launching/starting from the fignter airplane the

U rocket/missile obtains from airborne radar data of target

desidnation, which mnakes it pocsible for rocket/missile to intercept

precisely that target which must be struck.

Homing system holds rocket/missile in the predetermiined

trajectory and maximally draws together it with the tar-get, in cpite

of any maneuvers of target.

Rocket/missile has a series/row of modifications, which are

characterized by in essence homing devices. The use/application of

rockets/missilcs with t, co.-z ind hcnds (tha.n-al ad radar, etc.)

can unsure, in the opinion of the PMierican specialists, the

probability of hit to 90o/o.

In 1554 in the USA for the armament of all-weather

fighter-interceptors was accepted the guided missile "Genie" (Fig.

41), having remote control and equippcd with atomic varhead with the

TNT equivalent 1.5 kt.

• . . .. . -- . . . . . . . . " - . . . . . . . . . " " "
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3 The effe-ctive casualty radius of this rocket/missile 1800-2000

"., which makes it possible to destroy the group of the aircraft,

which go in the close formation.

I

.

0h fetv aulyrdu f hsrce/isl 8020

0,wihmle tp~~l odsrytegopo h icat

whc oiSlecoegrain
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Pacg 67.

I

' Fig- 40. Guided nissile "Fall~onl .

, F .. 4!. Glji(1, d missileG-ne e... l~h /ntle on figh".cr

Launching veigiit of rocket/raissile 450 kg, the length of 2.7 m,

! the range 3.2 ) flight ::peed 515 /3. Eng-ine works on the solid

- propellant.

• . .< ". . ... . .. - -'--. ..~ r- " . . " . ..' ,, ' -"--"A '- , , - 7" 1 1'' " . Q I . . ,
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Air-to-air M'issiles are c.lso in other countries, in particular

in tI 'kNc_,v and Yniland.

Basic performance data of the guided missiles examined are givers

in the table, placed at the end of the pamphlet.

I
Sesides the rockets/ris;;iie , intended for the damage/defect of

* cbjctiven., in the foreion ariies and the navies are auided missiles

.f special designation/purpose. Considerable ittention is paid to the

use of the quided missiles for air intelligence. Such

rockt'ts/missiles are maii on the aircraft configuration and p ossess

Sur ':)nic O.)ight -pee-s. C.i board the reconnaissance

rockets/missiles, besides nirborne guidance systern, is

* esteblizhed/inrtalled the autbmatic reconnaissance equipment for the

->2riol photography, fitted out for daytime ar night photography,

detection q .iprnt of radars of enemy andc setting up of rddio

interference in the necessary areas.

Abroad they also consider that the guided missiles can be used

as the transport means for the transportation of military cargoes and

as the quided targets which are utili'-ed for training of

troops/forces and evaluotion of the effectiveness of the comabat

0

I

, ~~~~..... ...... ..................'- ,,. .- , .. ." . . .. . . . .



devices of str'--gle with the high-speed/high-velocity high-altitude

targcts.

Targets are the flight vehicles, which have aircraft
configuration or schematic of cruise missile. Such tarqets cope with

the command po3t, arranged/located on the earth/ground, aircraft or

ship.

Surf acrgrournd and onboard ecruipment makes it possible to

control/guide the flicht of taro ts to several hundred kilonefers and

it. previ2, z. - th.e crou2- frcm the cc.%,n7cmd pc-t their landing to the

carth in thl, neccssary are with the aid cf the brake and landirc,

p-4rachut'es.

T ;rc:ts c;-,n bt iusfd , Ilo for air intellicerncc. For this purpose

"_,~.'~4 .. bj r1 cniz.r i. IF'Qent and

" o a r't.

4I

I

I
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U. .. of the guidcd missiles in an army, in the fleet and

in the aviation.

(On foreign military rpeciolists' views).

The guided missiles are at pror;ent accepted for the armartent in

r'.;mny co,,tr.es and are considered as the terrible weaponry, capable

of deliverinn to large distances accurately into the assign-d place

the charges o! enorinsus destructive force, and also to con'idernbly

rzinforce anti-aircraft and antitank defense.

The role of rocket wepon under the contemporary condticns

zst:-',n-jIy incr.-r:ed. With its appear'nc.r. chan-ed the character of the

u'c~ of i; ¢'viL&: for1::1S o the arnxed forces ,nd co:nduct o military

as a vhole. rio such changes, first of all, i5 carried the

pc.-zibility ef delivering by the guided missiles of surprise

~r ......thi, trikef:ho' ,;s on the ohjectives, which are located on
any 'i.t rice ire:a the ror~t line. Thse objectives can be indivitudl

durosts, ship3, tanks, aircraft, i.nustrial centers and naval bases.

The crpn'.Kon of intercontinental ballistic misciles, as consid,_r

- . .. . . .
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Amrerican specialists, made actully useless contemporary air defense

zrnd decreased the value of different military bases.

* . New weaponry cons iderably eccelL'rates conducting

operations/processes, are made them simpler and requires le=:s forces

than during the 'ue/application of ordinary types of weaponry.

The Lse/appliuation of the guided missiles in the combat

* operations on dry land produces increase in the depth of operational

zone and dispersal of the comnbat formations of the troops/force- end

ritriel. Besides of this, the use new weaponry decreases the

dep ndence of combat operations on the meteorological conditions and

the time of days.

Page 70.

in the period of offensive the uace

nissiles can be used for the direct fire support c€f their

* troops/forces, ior isolation of the area of penetration fron. the

adeuat /'pproaching res ervez of the enem.iy by the creation of the

zone of radicautive contamination, and also for the application of

strikes/shocks on the places of the troop concentration and their
0

comunicat ions.

0 .: l>.- " ' : -  - " -" ": i. ... ''j. . . "i. .

. ,, , ,. , , ', -,. ,. , .:- i~ i i.m~i 
-

-" " - " " ' "- - " . ... " -" = "- ' ...
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In the defense the guided srrface-to-surface missiles it is

.rC'?o3 :d to e- ,ploy by the concentration areas of the attacking

troops/forces. Besides this, the guided missiles will increase the

p,,;sibilities of th defense of coast from the strikes/shocks from

5:ca and landings. The batteries. arned by the guided missiles with

"he flying range, equal to tl~e flying range of a rocket/inssile of

tl-A type "fguluso, with the aid of the external control posts can

dctroy any ships of the enemy at a distance of saqeral hundred

* : to froi the coast. In this case batteries themselvcs will be

n vvln.-rz b. to tho strikcz/rhocks of ship-launch vehicles of the

The long range of the activity of the guided'surface-to--surface"

niSiles arc alloved for the troeps/forces, equipped with the guidi

.i-.siles, to accon-'lish a large-scale inaneuver by fire/light along

Sthe front ani' to concentrate it or, the decisive directions/axes.

American specialists consider that surface-to-surface missiles

* to more cX -,diently e,',ploy massed. For this they recomend launchers

to red:ce to th- tactic,.l units, which create the high concentration

rf fire/light on the target, which ha3 inportant value for the

: &ucc--.ss of conducting cpcrations/processes in entire theater

C, r r a t i onP.
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The use/application of the guided surface-to-surface mis; il-s

(ship-to-ship") from the surface and underwater ships will increase

the effectiveness of the damage/defeat of single waterborne targets

and targets, which go in the dispersed forimation/order.

Furthermiore, ships can deliver strikes/shocks on the coastal

targets, cxert tire support to landing forces, destroy and rendcr

inoperable large/coarse industrial centers and naval bases.

Special importance in the! capitalist countries iz given to the

activities of tne submarines - the carriers of the guided missil~z.

in the opinion of the American military specialists, these activitie~s

will be s-lit off from the concealed output/yiald of hoats into the

assignQd area at the removal/distatice to 800 km from the as . alt

objectives, from the refinement by the subm~arines of the places of

surfacing znd rocYkft launchinq on the assiqnred targe:ts.

Page 71.

During the une of the sularinea, equipped with the guided

inissilp's of the type "Regulus", against the uurface shipq it is

considered that first their aircraft or submarines of guidance

reconnoiter the combat or route formiation of the enemy and are

establiShed/installed his course and velocity. These data are

• S + + - . + .- - . - ? u + , + . + .- , +

2 . . .
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ranz:a-itted to the attacking submarincn vhich will realize firinq

into set forward point.

flosides this version of attack, it, the eknerican fleet is

M3stered suA7h vorsion with which the control of thc relea~sed

rockets/missiles is transmitted to aircraft or subr.arincs of

* ~During the actioaz eyainst convoysi the starnscan b* C~n ,

trnct w with1 the ene'my for refining his clr'r cnts ot novermc-., 3wd

*tx' n, aifter falIling b-ack fret it to safe di:,tarizc., to float and eet

The guided 'stirtiac-'-'o-a r ix:;sies ("shin-to-airm) i uzdthe

rr~sjiltyof air defen:sv in the s-trugile with th2 air enemy bothl o;-I

Ir n t!a s

A
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A On height/ Oti~ude and raige, -.,-d also in the val-je of c~nr~e

the kA u-aided rmiozU;l s t,) a conaiiderable extent e.xcceed anticki-rcerift

a!tillr ry, bu~t the electronic equipment for quidnce to tlhe tecrcet

-..i the high flight speed, give the po.;?,ibility to dc'stroy n~ot only

-crUFL but al 0 the guid- - mlL:ziles.

Thovae 47 IA sw

Th~~ o 1A oiced tisi~es rir,--e it neces;';arv to recxa i;-e tihe

t.ticjl recr ticns/nethoc~s of the activ.ty f aviation.

As the lovce;t subunit, where

en t e.,
,..Ar~~c~cd ; rco derJ t t'i~vich are

Datteriv7s c~jn be mobilt, and statioiary and consist of the

~ ~of tf- groun of the radar control and the firing~ pouition.

0 mcbile 1btt~rics have sveral trailer launchirg plto .racizr

s~miipentof re.-inte control, placed on the trailers, and the
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nlecei-;ary tranrsport for the tratnsportation of ro:ketls/rnissiles and

fuo2/prooiillant.

Launchers arc occui1,'odated around the van~s with radar anid other

armateret, and tI-e service personnel is loc--ted in the dU,.oUts at the

safe revrioval./dintience froin the lauihchTer's. Such installations can be

e~siV trar-t:ported and rapidly est-3blished/ins;ta led in any

polnt/post.

Sta2tivnnry batt-ries have position~s welleui~e in enq,.-ezring

Thie pout.:c% of the group of the rndar contrc~l Is locatcd at a

distance of 1-6 kn. frort tlhc firing poition and consists of the

seiarch -aC~ors ( -urvey stat ion), of tracki'.; it and missile target ing

4 ~to it. '.hc ir in.) tp-it ic~n IxJ-wnch diuntdr vhirh ore l(.catcd

undrorc-,nd .1pots/::; for 2toring the roht/'rie.aFSem~blies

of electric -;ovr-r ,.,uply, depotn,'dtz:.p:, of fuel,'prc'pellant and

cnn t~;prL~i:.~'zfc'r thje oss;cl bly ofrckt/:lie.

Lzcuoch pe(2:3 ar:e arrargel/1cczted one frc;,i ancther at a distance

to 350 "m~ (Fig., 43). Each linch pnid hzsfour launc.:hers which in pairs

cz~n le rtraculc into tlc, urndcr 7rourd concre .e bznrers.
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-'o the launchers the rocLets/missiles are supplied with

a hydraulic elevators, and they are launched by means of remote-control

gear of start.

II

* 1
I

I1

*1

*i

Si
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Page 73.

01

- tLI

Fig. 43. O4hn co atr fJAgie islso ye"ie

promi .. ( r ce d () C t po

-makr t (1) Refelin are ., 1. Lanz (1. Lit n

I.' -A

srFig. 43. Schmatic of battery of A guided missiles of type Nike.

PKey: (1). Taet - trackig radar. (2). Missile - tracking radar.

(3)L Covered area. (4). Premises foi checking missiles. (5).

Administration and residential presises. (6). Missile-assembly

* prenise,:. (7). Surveillance radar. (8). Control post. (9). Dirt

emnbankment. (10). Refuelling area. (11). Launchers. (12). Lift and

storage o isls

6
. Page 74.
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As soon as the battery of rockets/missiles will obtain from the

net/system of the points/posts of early detection or survey station

signal about the fact that the aircraft of enemy approach the area,

defended by battery, radar of the tracking of the group of the

control traps/catches target and automatically it follows it.

In this stage the rockets/missiles are trained/prepared to the

* activity and are led to the position/situation for the start. As soon

as target it will enter into the zone of action of rockets/misailes,

is conducted their launching/starting. Are laid rockets/missiles by

instrxjment board of flight. In the final stage of flight

orerates/wears the horning system (rig. 44).

By the m-rns/facilities of this battery it is possible to

intercept and to annihilato only the one aircraft (guided missile).

I*t

61

I
*!

6i
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Fig. 44 Destruction of aircraft by AA guided missile. The

inrtrumnt' of homing lay rocket/missile at the target,

rocket/missile converges vith the target, near the target the VT fuze

produces tl.e burst of rocket/missile.

Pave 75.

Fur the annihilation of the aerla2 targets utilize supplementary

constructions - control system by the-combat operations of the means
of the air defense which provide the timely detection of several

targets, their recognition, essign for the &nnihilation of one or the

L -.. .. .~ -. . .. .. . . . ..... .
.
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other aerial target the specific weapons of destruction.fI
Control system by the combat operations of th. air defense

weapons of capitalist states has different scales of the

use/application: from fire control of the subunits of

rockets/missiles, located in one area, to fire control the air

defense weapons of several areas and even countries.

The AA guided missiles of ships are intended for dealing with

the air enerny upon transfer of ships by sea, also, in the bases.

U2ually screening ships are constructed around the protected ships

and are for-med the zones of distant and near defense. I

In the zone of distant defense the fighter-interceptors and PA j
guided missiles annihilate air enemy to his output/yield into the

attack; in the zone of near defense surface-to-air tizsiles are I

utilized together with the antiaircraft artillery of ships.

Fo! dealing with the intercontinental ballistic missile:, vhich

possess greater distances, heights/altitudes and flight s,,,eeds, in

the USA, as has already been indicated above, they are

developed/processed are special antinissile missiles.

The use of antimissile missiles requires reliable distant

[" ~~~. . , ... . .
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observation. The stations of detection and antimissile nissile must !

possess such performance data, which would allow at the enormous

distance (1500 km and more) to detect the ballistic missiles of

". enemy, which fly with speed to 7 km/s at the heights/altitudes to

1000 km, and to destroy them. ja
Search systems it is proposed to apply complexly with the

computers which must calculate the trajectory of ballistic missile

and the point of its incidence/drop. Calculated data will be

transmitted at the guidance station of antimissile missiles. Most I

thoroughly are monitored/controled latter/last 700-800 km of the

flight of ballistic missile, since in this sector are possible the

random and predetermined deflections. This distance is considered as

the outer edge of the zone of the interception of ballistic missile

(Fig. 45).1

Page 76.
I

The internal boundary of the interception is determined by

minitum range and as height/altitude, with which thermonuclear head

can be undermined in air without the damage/defeat of the protected

objective, and is received the equal not less than 80 km from the I

detachment, that the effective distance of the damage/defeat of head I

30-32 km, but tids requires, count the foreign military specialists,

* I

j

S
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the ranges of antimissile missiles not less than 120-160 km.

The analysis of the characteristics of the contemporary

ballistic missilep, which are or which enter the armament in

different cuuntries, shows that the starting/launching and the

guidance of antimissile missiles must occur during one minute,

otherwise shoot down ballistic missile will be impossible.

In the USA are developed/processed several systems of

antimissile missiles. Basic is considered the system *Nike-Zeus",

intended for the antimissile defense of surface/ground objectives.

Into this system enter radars of three types (long-range,

recognition Gnd escort/trocki.ig) and battery for the

starting/launching of antimissile missiles (Fig. 46). Long-range

radar, after obtaining zirnal abou-t the possible attack, continuouzly

follows the directions/axcs of attack from the distance of 1600 km.

I

. .. I 2
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Fig. 45. Zones of the poszible interception of long range ballistic

missiles.

traect.ory. (4). Zone of intercppt '.on. (5). 1600 km trajectory. (6).

Internal boundary (80 km).

#P~uS

• ' ' " "" "" " " ,p"#
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Page 77.

*. (-w ,n a m'' ),t ,m ll
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a- a af in m i 1-

str fbli-i is-e;2-ln-~ter6 - rae of
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' Fig. 46. E. e~p. ,ry/pproxiuiate schematic of detection, interce tion

-*.and nnihi1.tion of intercontiiental ballitic missiles: 1 - place of

~~start of )b1lli,.tic mirsile; 2 - lonq-raiije ra6ar. 3 - radors of

tracking and recognition; 4 - trackin radar of ballistic missile and

antini.sil missile: 5 - battery of antimissile missiles; 6 -

defendi objective.

Page 78.

After the target will be discovered by long-range radar, two

" ".................. . . . .. ... "-..

*J-,-,,m .,,., ~ ,,. ',- , ,_ lm
,
m ,. .* • " . . . * _ " - " . t ... . "
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stations of recognition pick up the functions of tracking and

recognition. They also determine the target coerdinates and the

character of flight path.

Range of stations - to 1000 km.

One station of recognition works with four batterie3 of

antimissile missiles *Nike-Zeus" and with the tracking stationa

attached by it.

To each battery of antimissile missiles are given two trackinq

stations th3 range of which to 320 km. One station escorts/tracks the

approaching rocket/misrile, another - the antimissile missile

*Nike-Zeus", released for the Interception of the rocket/missile of

* the enm y.

Both stations continuously supply the data about the

position/situation of rocket/missile and antimissile missile into the

computer, which issues groups for guiding the antimissile missile.

To the prelaunch servicing procedure it is devoted little time;

therefore antimissile missiles on the batteries must constantly be

located ready for action.
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In the defense of objectives a nw-Lber of batteries depends on

the character of objective.

The bat -ries of antimissile missiles under the- conditions of

attack mast be constructed so that the people and the armament could

perform even with the complete annihilation by the enemy of the

surrounding dnfense area. This is possible If the batteries of

anti.miSz e mi-.siies will be placed deep ly underground.

In the foreign press -t vas communicated about the developmient

of anrother artinnissile missile - "'izIrdw, which alle-edly will have

so me aivante'js in ceup';rison with the system *Nike-Zeus ", sinco it

is created for deiling with the rnietr-ering balli!tic missiles.

It is tho -.ht to also create system for the defense of

S"; ;iv.l objrc-ives wl.3er the field ronditior., the '5biies of

sytit. will be installed on the trailers.

Aumerican specialists consider that the probability of hit of

anti'.i.sile minriles "Nike-Zeus' an 'Wizard* composes 2Fo/o;

therefore lor the dartae/defeat of one ballistic missile vill be

reqruired at lebst 10-20 antimissile missiles.

0.

With the use/appiication of the cuide, air-to-surfaceomissiles

L
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increased the effectiveness of damage/defeat by the aviation of

surface/ground and waterborne targets. Aircraft obtained the

possibility to destroy ships and surface/ground objectives from the

long range and with the high accuracy. In this case the carrier

aircraft, striking target, can be located out of the attainability of

the activities of the anti-aircraft weapons of the objective, on

which will be deposited the strike/shock.

Page 79.

The activities of carrier aircraft URS differ from the

activities of bombers and torpedos. They, as assume/set foreign

specialists, will be of the concealed approach of aircraft fleet to

the point of deployment un the heights/altitudes, which impede

detection by their radars, in the separation at this point into the

groups, the gain of necessary altitude and of the exercise the

striking forces of initial positions for launching/starting and

guidance of rockets/missiles to the target.

Becavse of the high probability of the incidence/impinnem~ent of

the guided missiles and a larger quantity of explosive in them for

the annihilation of the specific target will be required considerably

less air-:aft than it would be retiired bombers and torpedos.

0
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Thus, the equipment of aviation with the guided weaponry will

allow it to annihilate targets from the long range and by a smallerI
quantity of aircraft.

Of all forms of the armament of fighter-interceptors with the

most efficient weaponry are counted the guided'air-to-airomissil.es.

Having flying ranges to 10 km, high velocities and powerful/thick

charges up to the atomic ones, these rockets/missiles give

possibility to fighter airplanes, without entering into the zone of

action of the defensive weaponry of bombers, to destroy them. AA

guided missiles in combination with the fighter-interceptors.

equipped withitair-to-air'Dissiles, are capable of destroying air

enemy on the far routes of approach of the defended objective to his

output/yield to the assault position.

The sprepd/scope of experimental works on creation and :;se of

the guided misciles in the capitalist countries and the rates/tempos

of their introduction by the armed forces testify about the high

value of this nvw type of weaponry. The commrunications/reports of

foreign pre.s about th* new achievements of rocketry indicate, that

now the prir.ary attention is paid to increase in the distance,

height/altitude, flight speed and effectiveness of the

use/application of the guided missiles, and also to creation of the

multipurposc quided missiles.

4
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An increase in the range in essence is characteristic for the

. guided~ground-to-air missiles, "air - the earth/ground* and "air -

air". The range of these rockets/missiles is limited at prenent by

the small limits of the work of the remote-control devices and

homing, whereas power constructions (engines) can ensure considerably

leng range.

0' Page 80.

Therefore an increase'in the range of remote control and homing will

make it possible to increase the range of rockets/missiles

thempzelver.

'Rork on an increase in the operational altitude is conducted for

the ground-to-airemissiles ("ship - air"), which will considerably

enlarge the region of their u.sc/application. Especially this is

importanL for the antimissile missiles which must intercept and 4

* destroy intercontinental ballistic missiles at the heights/altitudes

into sev(e-al hundred kilometers.. I

Abroed is conducted also the work on the creation of the

small/miniature AA guided missiles with which are armed the ships and
4

6i

O .
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• mobile above-ground launchers for dealing with the low-flylng air

Sattack weapons.

Work on an increase in the velocity if flight is conducted for

al classes of the guided mi.ssiles, with exception of the long rang.

ballistic missiles, which have velocities to 8 km/s, since the

rocket-/Missilos, which have the velocities more than 8 km/s,

actually are converted into the artificial Earth satellites.

It is vpry important to increase the flicht speed of
'surface-te-at missiles and air-to-air , since they -ire considered

as the basic meanz of struggle with the air enemy.

The effectiveness of the use/app.ication of the guided missiles I
rif;s by an increase in the range, accuracy of guidance, freedom from'

• frlterfene and reliability of the activity of the control systems,

cnd alto by an increase in the degree of effect on the target due to

the creaLion of the more powerful/thicker explosive charges of

Thus, in the opinion of the Anerican specialists, atomic charges

with the 7,17 equivalent 800-5000 t it is expedient to apply in the AA

guided missiles and the air-to-airqniissiles, which can allegedly

ctrike the whole fomnation of the bombers, which go even in the

II

I
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dispersed formation/order.

Recently tbroad Is conducted wide work on the creation of the

nultipurpose (inulti-purpose) rockets/missiles which it is thought to

utilize from different carriers for the destruction of diverse

targets. Great possibilities in this respect have the guided

"air-to-air'missiles, *surface-to-air*, 'air-surfaca" and partially

surioco-to-surface".

Page 81.

So, the guided missile "alos", which has atomic charge, can be

used both from the ships and from the abeve-ground launchers for the

damage/defeat of aerial targets and application of strikes/shocks on

the ground and large/coarse surface targets.

The French guided missile "Nord-5210* can be utilized as

surface-to-surfacemissile and 'air-surface* (from the aircraft and

the helicopters).

Ballistic missile "Polaris' attracts attention of the

specialists not only navy of USA, but also Air Force which are
0

intended to utilize it from the land bases.

. . , -: - . .. . . - . . : - : : . .- :. ..' .: .. -
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As the large special feature/peculiarity of further works on the

improvement of the guided missiles is considered the use/applicptlon

for them of plastics and solid propellants. Plastics will make it

possible to considerably improve tactical-technical characteristics

of the guided missiles: to lower weight, to increase heat resistance,

to vorsen/inpair the radar observability of the enemy, etc., and

solid propellent will sirplify storage and nisslie preparation for

the starting/launching.

The aqgresivm circles of N4ATO alliance countries lay large

hopcs for the guied rocket weapo-n. They openly declare, that the

* guided mIssiles with the nuclear charges are intended first of all

for the decomposltion of military objectives and administrative

enters of the socialist countries. Therefore Soviet soldiers ruzt

attentively follow all. achievements of military-technological thought

and, in particuldr, study new rocket veapon, methods of its

application in the combat operations on dry land, in air and at sea.
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Pages 82-87.

Table. v. sic performance data of gulde( rissilts.-OT
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Pesignations: paint t.- data are absent; TU - reymote control;

SN - homing; AU - preset control.

Yuy: (2). Cla:s. (2). Typn. (3). Guided missiles. (4).

Identity/cces:--ury equipment (countlry). • (5). C, rie:r. (6.Engine.

march / starting. (7). Fuel/propellant of suotainer engine. (3).

Thrust of march / booster engine, kg. (9). Launching weight, kq.

(10). Lcrth, m. (11). 0)1ater, m. (12). Span of vings (til

a,::e;b~),m. (!30. Ctarge, ko. (14). Distanze, !T (15). Voe) :i'.y,

kilonittrs per hour / netars per second. (16). Hicht/altitvde, L'I.

(17). Control :;ystem. (18). Short-rz_.ng. (19). No key. (20). Dart.

(21). USA. (22). 1:obiLe surfa:e/groutnd installation. (23). No. (24).

... :. (,1 . . 'crd-. 1,26).F'n e (27). The spi.e. (28). ordinary.

.. cr ; c~. (.20). Ordinary or nlcleazr. (31). -rfJ...dor. (32).

Surftce ship. (33). surface-to-surface. (34). winged missiles and
~~~crui-cmsl: (35). Medium r'arq ., (36). Y~tadcr. (37). Liqlid.

(30). nuc!:4cr. (39). Regulus. (40). Surface --hip, submarine. (41).

Snark. (42). Surface/ground installation. (43). Navaho. (44).

CorV ral. (45). Sergeant. (46). ballistic missiles. (47). Re.dstone.

(48). Long-range. (49). Jupiter. (50). Thor. (51). Polaris. (52).

subrnarine, surface ship. (53). Atlas. (54). Titan. (55). Nike-Afax.

(56). Surface/ground batteries. (57). surface-to-air. (58). cruise

missiles. (59). Nike.Jlercules. (60). Terrier. (61). Surface ship,
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a surce/gromind installatio,. (62). Talos. (63). Hawk. (64). Sea Cat.

(65). Et,1gald. (65). Surface ship, surface/ground batteries. (67).

Nik,-Zeus. (68). Surfac;:/ground batteries. (69). Wizard. (70).

Dc' :rc. (71). air-r,,;rface. ('!2). Bullpup. (73). Aircraft. (74).

...sc z1. (75). P trl. (76). Bulldoa. (77). air-to-air. (78).

Firpbird. (79). S-arrov. (80). Falcon. (61). Gtnie.
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